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Romney Marsh Interpretation Audit and Plan

Executive Summary
Romney Marsh is a low lying wetland on the south coast of England. It is noted for its
fascinating history, the diversity of its habitats and wildlife and its dramatic and
evocative beauty. It is also a working landscape with thriving agriculture and active
communities, and a tourism sector that is attracted by its fine coastline and its varied
heritage.
This Interpretation Audit and Plan was commissioned by Kent Wildlife Trust for its
Fifth Continent Landscape Partnership Scheme bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund. The
plan presents a summary of the resources of Romney Marsh, the findings of
consultation, the approach to interpretation and a scheme for delivering interpretation
for the area. The boundary for this study is primarily the Royal Military Canal and the
River Rother, but we have also included Rye Harbour Nature Reserve and Pett Level
as the principles of our interpretation approach are relevant to that area.
The plan provides a brief overview of the environment and history of Romney Marsh.
The key features are grouped as:
Landscape and agriculture – the grazing marshes with traditional sheep
management, the arable farming of wheat and rape, the network of waterways, one
of the largest areas of shingle in Europe and spectacular views across the marshes
from the escarpment, church towers and from Dungeness Lighthouse.
Habitats and wildlife – the shingle of Dungeness with its vulnerable habitats and
rare species, a migration route for birds, the wetland habitats of marsh, salt marsh,
reed bed and watercourses, the huge network of ditches, over 100 Red Data Book
species, and a wealth of designated sites including SSSIs, SPA, SAC and proposed
RAMSAR site.
Historic environment – a relatively recent geological history, the development of the
marsh over time, the fine medieval churches, the establishment of the Corporation of
Romney Marsh and the Lords of the Level, the Cinque Ports, the Royal Military
Canal, the second World War remains and many historic buildings.
Culture – the associations of renowned artists and authors, the long tradition of
fishing and the availability of fresh fish at pubs and restaurants, the Dungeness
community with its artists and craftspeople, the coastguards, watchtowers and
navigation aids and the friendly supportive communities.
Access and getting around – the road network into and around the marsh, the rail
network including the Romney Hythe and Dymchurch Railway, the paths and tracks
for walking, the published walking and cycling trails, the Sustrans Route 2 and the
developing coastal walk as part of the England Coast Path.
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Consultation with representatives of key organisations that have an interest in
Romney Marsh gathered views about the marsh and its key stories and about how
the marsh should be interpreted. The consultation involved asking a series of
questions and the responses are summarised in Chapter 3.
This study included an audit of existing interpretation and how it helped to explain
Romney Marsh. The audit assessed interpretation panels, visitor centres, websites,
leaflets, activities and events, art installations and interpretation at nearby sites. The
key points arising from this audit are:
• Although there are many interpretation panels in good condition and provide
good interpretation there are many that are outdated and in poor condition.
There is scope to update and replace these in existing locations.
• Interpretation panels vary in their provision of interpretation, often explaining
local features but providing little explanation of the contexts of Romney Marsh as
an entity.
• There is one excellent website about Romney Marsh (www.theromneymarsh.net)
and others that offer information about the area particularly for tourists. There is
scope to add to this or create a new site with links to others.
• There is one leaflet that provides an introduction to Romney Marsh and others
that explain features of the area. None of the leaflets provides a comprehensive
overview of Romney Marsh.
• Activities and events explain the features of the marshes and help people come
together to share their experiences and knowledge of the area. There is scope to
expand this programme.
• Although there is good interpretation of the resources of the area there is little
interpretation of Romney Marsh as a whole.
• The visitor centres are well located and provide a range of interpretation. There
is scope to enhance interpretation, add more leaflets and promote the Fifth
Continent events.
• There is currently no digitally-based media for visits and trails. There is scope to
build up these resources.
The target audiences for interpretation of Romney Marsh should be:
• Existing visitors to nature reserves, countryside sites, the coast and cultural sites
who would like to find out more about the area.
• Day visitors and people on short breaks.
• Specialist interest groups.
• Car travellers who are passing through the area.
• Active family explorers who are seeking fun and interesting activities.
The aim for the interpretation of Romney Marsh is:
To help people to understand and enjoy the significance of Romney Marsh, its
origins, development over time and its environmental and historic resources.
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To support this aim the plan presents a series of learning, behavioural and emotional
objectives.
The plan’s overarching theme is:
Romney Marsh has a fascinating story to tell about its development over 5000
years, the wildlife of the marsh and the coast, its use for agriculture and the
heritage and culture of its buildings and its people.
The sub-themes are:
Romney Marsh is a varied and interconnected landscape that can be viewed
and enjoyed at different scales, from the whole marsh area and its contrast
with the higher ground to the north, to the smaller, more intimate scale of a
single significant building, a length of ditch or a patch of shingle.
Romney Marsh has outstanding biodiversity due to its range of habitats
including wetland, grassland, shingle and salt marsh. It is home to large
numbers of species of plants and animals, many of which are nationally rare.
The natural and man-made development of Romney Marsh through time have
left their mark on the landscape, from the creation of the marsh from the sea,
the complex field drainage system, the medieval churches and other historic
buildings to the impacts of defence against invasion.
The special natural and cultural heritage of Romney Marsh offer a unique
opportunity to appreciate the community today, including its artists and
writers, and producers of local foods and products.
These themes provide a framework for developing storylines that can be used to
interpret Romney Marsh. A selection of storylines is included under each theme in
the plan.
The plan presents guiding principles for interpretation, that it should be:
• Cohesive – emphasising the importance of Romney Marsh as a distinctive
landscape.
• Layered – with a clear hierarchy of explanation.
• Attractively designed and evocatively written – reflecting the natural beauty
of the landscape and encouraging an emotional response to Romney Marsh.
• Developed to reflect local distinctiveness and skills – through the use of
local artists and craftspeople, natural local materials, and media that engage as
many of the sense as possible.
• Delivered by people as well as by media – including by Trust staff, the staff of
other organisations, and volunteers.
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We present a programme of interpretation that includes the following:
Whole site interpretation
• Branding, logo and a distinctive decorative frieze
• A map of the area
• Development of the existing website
• A simple leaflet
• A souvenir guide
• An ‘Accessible Romney Marsh’ guide
• Two railway ‘out of window’ guides
• An ‘Invasion Coast’ leaflet
• Leaflets for the ‘Sentinels of the Marsh’ and ‘Hunt for Romney Port’ projects
• A series of mobile exhibitions
• An audio guide for the ‘Sentinels of the Marsh’
On-site interpretation
• Entrance signage on key roads
• Branded waymarking on walking and cycling routes
• Visitor interpretation hubs
• Information points
• Themed trails for cycling, walking and wheelchair users
• Refurbishment or replacement of many of the panels along the Royal Military
Canal
• Refurbishment of other panels around Romney Marsh
• Topograph panels in church towers and Dungeness Old Lighthouse
• Replacement of panels in Romney Marsh Visitor Centre
• Benches and picnic tables with interpretive messages
Events and activities
• Romney Marsh summer festival
• Creative workshops
• Parish teas
• Guided walks programme
• Indoor and outdoor activities for communities
• Reminiscence events and inter-generation activities
• Living history dramas and theatrical walks
• Oral history project
• Film and photography workshops
A programme of monitoring and evaluation activities is presented that includes:
•
•
•
•

Pre-testing of new interpretation material
Monitoring the use of interpretive media
Evaluation of media
Evaluation of the interpretive approach as a whole
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1 Introduction
1.1 Setting the scene
Romney Marsh is a low lying wetland on the south coast of England, noted for its
fascinating history, the diversity of its habitats and wildlife and its dramatic and
evocative natural beauty. It has a narrow gauge steam railway extending all along the
coast, outstanding medieval churches and the Royal Military Canal built to defend the
coast from invasion by Napoleon’s armies. Romney Marsh is also a working
landscape with thriving agriculture and active communities, and a tourism sector that
is attracted by its fine coastline and its varied heritage.
Red Kite Environment, working with ARC Creative Design, was commissioned by
Kent Wildlife Trust (KWT) to prepare an Interpretation Audit and Plan for Romney
Marsh, for its ‘Fifth Continent’ Landscape Partnership Scheme (LPS) bid to the
Heritage Lottery Fund. KWT is the lead organisation for this project, which is
coordinated by the Romney Marshes Living Landscape Partnership.

Map of Romney Marsh Fifth Continent area Landscape Partnership Scheme
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The partnership’s vision for the area is of…
‘…a living landscape on Romney Marsh, which is of distinctive character, supports
sustainable farming, is rich in wildlife and history, and is enjoyed as a place to live,
work and spend leisure time.’
The Fifth Continent Scheme aims to…
‘…fully engage local communities and other stakeholders in acknowledging,
strengthening, protecting and celebrating all that makes this landscape so important
– to put people (locals and visitors) in touch with the Marsh.’

1.2 Status of this plan
This document presents a summary of the resources of Romney Marsh, the findings
from consultation, the approach to interpretation including themes and potential
storylines, a series of principles and an approach to delivering interpretation for the
area. Red Kite has visited most of the towns and villages in the Marsh, the nature
reserves and other wildlife sites, many of the churches and cycled along parts of the
canal. Consultation has taken place with many representatives of the partnership and
of other interests to understand the perceptions and aspirations held by stakeholders
in the project.
The boundary of the Fifth Continent Scheme is largely the Royal Military Canal, and
at the western end, the River Rother. Rye Harbour, the Rye Harbour Nature Reserve
and Pett Level are not included in the scheme but we have included them in our plan
as the principles of our interpretation approach are very relevant to that area. With
the impetus of the LPS it may be possible to attract additional funding for projects
within Rye Harbour that would extend the initiative into an area with the same
landscape character and very similar geomorphology, habitats and cultural history.
We would like to thank Ewa Prokop and Paul Hadaway from Kent Wildlife Trust for
their advice, guidance and information and also the many others we have consulted
in the course of this commission.

1.3 Process
This plan was commissioned in July 2015. During the course of the contract Red Kite
and ARC Creative toured most of the Romney Marsh area by car, cycle and on foot,
and visited all the towns and villages. We audited, and photographed, the great
majority of on-site interpretation panels and we collected as many leaflets and guides
that we could find.
We consulted many representatives of the partnership and other relevant
organisations and interests to ensure we have a broad understanding of their
activities and aspirations. We also talked informally with local people and visitors who
we met at sites around the area.
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Initial findings and proposals for our approach to interpretation were presented and
discussed at a meeting of the Partnership in October 2015 and comments from
partnership members have been included in a series of drafts produced during
autumn 2015.
This final plan document was presented in January 2016.

1.4 The role of interpretation
Interpretation is a form of communication that explains the significance of both
natural and cultural heritage. While information describes what is there, interpretation
explains its meaning and tells its many stories. It is an important part of a tourism
product and, of course, a crucial education and conservation tool, helping people to
understand and to behave responsibly. It is also important for economic development
by helping to present a powerful and meaningful image of a place.

Sheep on Romney Marsh
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2 Interpretive resources
2.1 Landscape character
We have not described the Romney Marsh area in detail, as there are already many
descriptions of both its natural and cultural features that can be referenced during the
delivery phase for this plan. We feel it would be useful though to include an extract
from Natural England’s National Character Profile for Romney Marsh (which is larger
than the Fifth Continent Scheme area) as it provides a succinct description of its
distinctive landscape features.
‘The Romney Marshes is an open landscape of reclaimed, low-lying marshland. The
area is bounded to the south and east by the English Channel and to the north and
west by the clearly recognisable ancient cliff-line, which now forms the backdrop to
the marshes. It includes the vast sand and shingle beaches and flat marshland
between Hythe in Kent and Pett in Sussex. This unique and sometimes forbidding
area has a character all of its own and contains a wealth of wildlife and
geomorphological features. Dungeness is an area of international importance for its
geomorphology, plants, invertebrates and birds. Home to some of the UK’s rarest
species it is designated as a National Nature Reserve, Special Area of Conservation,
Special Protection Area and Site of Special Scientific Interest, as well as being a
proposed Ramsar site. Dungeness and Rye Harbour comprise the largest cuspate
shingle foreland in Europe, one of the few such large examples in the world.
Scattered settlements are linked by long, straight, open roads and have a distinctive
architectural character, including weatherboarding and hung tiles; any have medieval
churches at their core. The ancient towns of Rye and Winchelsea are popular tourist
attractions, abound with heritage features. However, overall, urban areas account for
a small proportion of this rural National Character Area (NCA). The transport links are
sparse, and this, coupled with the nature of the landscape, rural isolation and lack of
employment, means that the area suffers from issues of social and economic
deprivation.’1

2.2 Overview of Romney Marsh character
The interpretive resources of Romney Marsh are all the factors that can be
considered as starting points for interpretation using a variety of media. We list these
under the following headings:
• Landscape and agriculture
• Habitats and wildlife
• Historic environment
• Culture
In addition, we will briefly describe access to and within Romney Marsh.
1

National Character Area 123 Romney Marshes (NE499), Natural England, 13 November 2013
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Landscape and agriculture
A number of areas of marshland are included in the Romney Marshes National
Character Area2. They include Walland Marsh, Denge Marsh, Romney Marsh, East
Guldford Level, Rye Harbour and Pett Level. Although both Rye Harbour and Pett
Level are excluded from the Fifth Continent project area we will include them here as
their characteristics are so similar to the other marshland areas.
The key landscape and agriculture features are:
• Grazing marshes with traditional sheep management. Sheep dominated the
landscape until the Second World War when many fields were converted to arable
as part of the war effort and were not returned to pasture afterwards.
• Arable farmland that consists mostly of wheat and rape with some peas and
beans, depending on the markets.
• A network of waterways extending throughout the area from Hythe to Pett Level.
• One of the largest areas of shingle in Europe, at Dungeness and Rye, with over
500 cuspate shingle ridges that spread out like ‘waves’ over the landscape.
• The development of the Romney Sheep breed, specially adapted to the conditions
of the marsh.
• Spectacular views across the marshes from the escarpment, from church towers,
Dungeness Lighthouse and Rye.
• A clarity and quality of light favoured by artists, especially in winter.
• Dark skies, due to the scarcity of streetlights, and the opportunity to observe the
night sky.
• Varied coastlines with golden sandy beaches.
• A dynamic landscape that is vulnerable to extreme weather and climate change.

Fairfield Church, Visit Kent

2

Romney Marsh National Character Area 123, Natural England 2013
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Habitats and wildlife
The marshlands provide diverse habitats for a large number of species, some of
which are rare and vulnerable. The shingle areas in particular have wetland and
coastal species that are noteworthy.
The key habitats and wildlife features are:
• A large area of shingle at Dungeness, with vulnerable habitats and rare species.
• Significant migration route for birds, and movement of birds between the coast and
the marshes.
• Wetland habitats of marsh, salt marsh, reed bed, and wildlife-rich watercourses at
Dungeness, Lydd and Greatstone, in the Royal Military Canal and in the intricate
network of ditches throughout the area. There are important wetlands also at Rye
Harbour Nature Reserve and Pett Level.
• A huge network of ditches, which are a valuable habitat and provide connectivity
between the wetlands.
• Grazing marshes at Walland Marsh, with important wetland habitats and species.
• SSSI’s, SPA, SAC and proposed RAMSAR site.
• Rich biodiversity with a very high number of species including 100+ Red Data
Book species.
• Important bird habitats with iconic species such as breeding terns, gulls, waders,
avocet, bittern, marsh harrier, herons and egrets.

Shingle beach at Lydd on Sea
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Historic environment
Romney Marsh was created very recently in geological time. Its location on the coast
and the gradual change in its topography over time has resulted in a varied and
distinctive historic environment.
The key historic environment features are:
• A relatively recent geological and geomorphological history, much of it formed
since the last Ice Age.
• The development of the marsh and shingle areas with successive inundation from
the sea and fluvial action from the rivers.
• Fine medieval churches, many of which are disproportionately large in relation to
their congregations.
• The establishment of the Corporation of Romney Marsh (in 1252) and the Lords of
the Level (1462) which gave Romney Marsh an unprecedented level of autonomy
in return for the defence of the south east against invasion from France.
• The Cinque Ports, with New Romney being one of the five key ports around the
south east coast formed in the 12th century for military and trade purposes.
• Camber Castle, a ‘device fort’ built by Henry VIII near Rye.
• The Royal Military Canal, built as a defence against invasion during the Napoleonic
wars and now used for land drainage.
• Napoleonic era forts and Martello Towers.
• Sound mirrors that helped to track aircraft during inter-War years.
• Lydd Radar Station and its use by Marconi in developing radio communication, and
the development of observation kites during the First World War.
• Second World War remains include pillboxes, Pipe Line Under The Ocean
(PLUTO) and the D-Day invasion. There were also four advanced aircraft landing
grounds, one of which – Newchurch – had a significant role in tackling the waves
of V1 flying bombs. During the war anyone crossing the Royal Military Canal into
Romney Marsh needed a pass.
• The Starfish decoy site and Stanton shelter near Camber Castle.
• The Mary Stanford Lifeboat House and its disaster.
• The historic 1/3 size Romney, Hythe and Dymchurch Railway.
• Pubs and Inns with fascinating historic connections including their role in
smuggling.
• Lookers’ Huts used by Romney Marsh shepherds.
• The Brenzett Aeronautical Museum.
• Lydd Airport and its importance in aviation history since the Second World War.
• Two nuclear power stations at Dungeness, one of which is operational.
• There have been five lighthouses at Dungeness dating from the early 17th century.
• The military firing ranges at Lydd that have been in use for over 150 years.
• Many historic buildings including churches, inns, farms and town houses.
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The sound mirrors at Dungeness

Culture
The character and remoteness of Romney Marsh have inspired artists, writers and
craftspeople for generations. The area is also renowned for its local traditions and
legends.
The key cultural features are:
• Renowned artists and authors who have lived in the marshes, including Edith
Nesbit, Joseph Conrad, Rudyard Kipling, HG Wells and Russell Thorndyke.
• An important film and photography location for films and promotional videos,
including Dr Who and the Time Bandits, and Dr Syn.
• Products from the Romney Sheep.Fresh seafood served at local pubs and
available from huts and shacks on the beach.
• A long tradition of fishing along the coast with tanning coppers for treating the nets,
fishing boats and beach fishing.
• Association with the late artist and film director Derek Jarman at Dungeness,
especially his house and garden.
• The Dungeness community with its artists and craftspeople, and their huts, railway
carriages and other alternative buildings and other artists and art organisations
from across Romney Marsh.
• The Dungeness Estate, now owned by EDF, that currently owns the Dungeness
Point.
• Coastguards, watchtowers and navigation aids, such as fog horns.
• A popular seaside resort with Romney sands, holiday camps, children’s paradise.
• Friendly, supportive communities.
• Golf courses.
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Access and getting about
The many ways of travelling to and around Romney Marsh allow people to access
and enjoy the area and appreciate its landscape and cultural features.
• The road network into and around Romney Marsh is good with the A2070 and the
A259 taking visitors into New Romney and along the coast. The complex network
of minor roads, many of which are single lane, allow enjoyment of its wilder
character, though many consultees have said that the roads can be busy and
dangerous with speeding cars. Consultation with the public by the Fifth Continent
Development Officer, however, found that much of the public feel that the lanes are
quiet, especially for cycling.
• There is a local bus service but many consultees considered it to be inadequate for
local people and also for visitors. Most people need to use cars to access services.
• The rail network is good for the periphery of Romney Marsh with mainline stations
at Rye, Appledore, Hamstreet and Folkestone. This is a good service for cyclists
allowing access at various points in the area. The Romney, Hythe and Dymchurch
railway is an excellent means of access along the coast from Hythe to Dungeness.
• There are many paths and tracks that take walkers off roads and across farmland.
The paths across Walland Marsh allow access into an area that has few roads.
• Various published walking and cycling trails exist in the area (free and
purchasable) including the Romney Marsh Countryside Project packs and
Dymchurch Town Trail.
• The Sustrans Route 2 is a cycleroute that takes users along the south coast of
England from Dover westwards. In Romney Marsh the route passes through
Hythe, West Hythe and St Mary in the Marsh, taking users through Lydd and
Camber and then to Rye. The Romney Marsh Meanders cycle pack, produced by
the Romney Marsh Countryside Project, is a pack of five self-guided routes that
enable cyclists to explore the features of the area, including churches, wildlife
sites, history and marsh legends. The routes are marked on the ground with metal
discs on wooden posts.
• Natural England is currently finalising proposals to improve coastal access in East
Sussex and Kent, following public consultation, as part of the ‘England Coast Path:
Camber to Folkestone Access to the Countryside’ initiative and its duties under the
Marine & Coastal Access Act 2009.
• Ashford Borough Council is currently undertaking a feasibility study on the creation
of a cycle route alongside the present walking route that lies alongside the 28 miles
stretch of the Royal Military Canal.
•

Art installation New Romney
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3 Consultation
3.1 Consultation with Partners
During consultation for the preparation of this plan we met, or had telephone
discussions with, representatives of a number of key organisations that have
interests in the Romney Marsh area. The consultation aimed to gather views about
the interests of organisations in Romney Marsh, the key stories that should be told
about the area, and what their aspirations are for its interpretation in the future. The
consultees are listed in Appendix 1.
We asked a series of questions during the consultation and the responses are
summarised below. The collated responses are in the table in Appendix 2. These
comments and observations have guided us in the development of this interpretation
plan.
What are organisations’ main interests in Romney Marsh?
The coastal strip, and Dymchurch in particular, is an important tourist facility.
Dymchurch is a traditional seaside resort with caravans and a holiday village. There
are other holiday villages along the coast. There is good access to the coast along
the coastal strip.
Romney Marsh is a very special place which needs to be celebrated. It is also a
place with high unemployment. There is not a lot for young and middle-aged people
to do in the area.
Habitats and biodiversity are very important, with much of the marsh area designated
as SSSI, SAC, SPA and proposed RAMSAR site. They are important for their
biodiversity, geomorphology and archaeology. The canal is a hidden gem.
The Romney Marsh Visitor Centre is an important Tourist Information Centre for the
area, championing local services and providing information about features of interest.
It is a creative hub for the marsh.
What interpretation is currently being produced about Romney Marsh?
Some of the organisations consulted had produced varied interpretation including
leaflets, panels, activities and events, and websites. There are three visitor centres
within the wider Romney Marshes – at Romney Marsh Visitor Centre, Denge Marsh
and Rye Harbour Nature Reserve. Other venues for permanent interpretation include
Lydd Town Museum, the Old School in New Romney and the Dymchurch Heritage
Group rooms in Dymchurch Methodist Hall. Temporary interpretation may also be
found at other venues such as within churches and libraries.
What do you think are the main stories to tell about Romney Marsh?
The stories suggested by consultees were varied and include:
• The wildlife of the area
• Farming
• Military history, the forts and other fortifications
10
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• The churches and other historic buildings
• The lighthouses and the power station at Dungeness
• The development of the marshes since the Ice Age
• The changing coastline and the relationship between the land and the sea.
Many people suggested that the stories about the area and the artistic and literary
associations were as important as its place physical features.

Ivychurch, one of Romney Marsh’s fine medieval churches

Who do you think are the main audiences for Romney Marsh?
Many visitors to Romney Marsh are people who go to the coastal strip and do not
venture much beyond it into the marsh. This is a different type of audience from
those who visit the nature reserves and the marsh areas. There are lots of regular
dogwalkers to the coast and the footpaths, and the minor roads are used by cyclists.
The regular audience at the Romney Marsh Visitor Centre are middle-aged to early
retired, middle class with time to visit and enjoy places. Some are caravanners.
Visitors to events include grandparents with grandchildren who are keen to do
activities together, and many families.
What interpretation would you like to be produced for RM?
Preferences for interpretive stories include:
• How Romney Marsh was formed over time
• The huge biodiversity
• The wider story of the coastal wetlands
• The churches and other historic buildings
• Local foods
Preferences for types of interpretation include:
• Interpretation with Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) of the dynamics of the
coastline to show its development
11
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•
•

More activities that bring the community together, including activities about
heritage and recent history
Interpretation about the coast, including places to go and see and things to do.

What is the economic importance of RM?
Tourism is very important for the whole area but especially Rye and the coastal strip.
The potential for increased tourism is great especially away from the coast though
there is actually not a lot to do there for the average visitor other than visiting
churches, pubs, village shops, walking or cycling. There is potential to increase the
use of features, attractions and the landscape though there has been a decrease in
the amount of accommodation available to support those visits.
Lydd Airport is likely to be expanded with 200-300 new jobs. The power station is an
important source of employment, though one is closing down now while the other will
close in 2028. Inland from the coastal strip the main economic activity is agriculture.
What are you thoughts about the identity of RM?
There is little interpretation or information available about RM as a whole and no
clear identity for the area. The new RM flag is helping to provide an identity but much
more needs to be done to raise the profile of the area as a distinct entity. The
Dymchurch Heritage Group is helping to provide an identity for the village.
The identity should be Romney Marshes, rather than Romney Marsh, as it includes
Walland Marsh and Denge Marsh, and could also include Rye Harbour and Pett
Level.

3.2 Consultation with the Public
We have not been involved in consulting the public but we have received reports
from the Fifth Continent Project Officer on suggestions for interpretation by the
public. The following provides a summary.
• An overview or all old/new trails of the web (possibly as layers)
• A ‘trail’ associated with the railway (from the train with possible off-shoot walks);
‘out of the window’ information/trail
• Promotion of geological interest of the area with overview and perhaps through
‘hotspot stops’; not just for farmers/geological story; possibly include geology of
churches
• More information on World War history, structures/Places to see WWI/II sites etc.
• ‘Viewpoints’ across the Marsh especially beside small car parking places.
• Films about Romney Marsh (eg. on geology, Dr. Syn sites, pubs etc.)
• Music element involving folksongs about the Marsh as there have already been
some folksongs written on the Marsh be local musicians with workshops etc.
involving a variety of ages/abilities.
• Promotion of sheep heritage (eg.Leaflets/webpages/sheep-shearing and farming
events/events relating to sheep)
• New off-road cycle routes/set out cycle tracks (eg. Leaflets/apps/webpages of
additional cycle routes)
• Viewpoints with smaller car parking spaces (eg.Leaflet/webpages of viewpoints)
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• Buggy trails for toddlers/young children (eg. Leaflets/webpages of routes)
• Wheelchair accessible routes (eg.Leaflets/webpages of routes)
• Short walking routes for the disabled/surfaced routes to churches (eg.
Leaflets/webpages of routes).
• Dog trails/training events (eg.Leaflets/webpages of routes/Events)
• Pub-crawl routes (eg.Leaflets/webpages of routes)
• Church-crawl routes (eg. Leaflets/webpages of routes)
• Horseriding routes (eg. Leaflets/webpages of routes)
• Old photo exhibitions or events or webpages
• Capturing of memories of local farmers and other residents/ ‘Memory Book’ of
older people
• Trails for children supported by explorer kits
• Living history sessions for young and old
• Wildlife/Heritage events within the town and village centres
• Hold folksong events/folksong development with local musicians
• Promotion of local produce; lamb, wool and more
• Details on canal cycling
• Events to do with the railway
• Church tours
• Leaflet promoting all public transport and car parks, possibly providing information
on surroundings and places to visit/what you can do when you get off at each stop
• New book about the area as leaflets not enough/books out of date
• Website providing information about local history of the area
• ‘Open House’, ‘Open Garden’ weekends etc.

The Royal Military Canal
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4 Audit of current interpretation
4.1 Setting the scene
Many organisations produce interpretation for the Romney Marsh area, or organise
activities and events that involve local people and visitors that aim to explain the
landscape and history of the Romney Marshes. This critique summarises the results
of that audit.

4.2 Review of interpretation
4.2.1 Interpretation panels
There are interpretation panels located throughout the Romney Marsh area, provided
by many organisations. They are located along the Royal Military Canal, at
Dungeness NNR, by churches, in towns and villages, and in car parks. They help to
explain the history of Romney Marsh, its features and its wildlife. Audit forms for all
panels surveyed are in Appendix 3.
Key points
• A large number of panels, even though designed by different companies, have a
consistent ‘look’ by including illustrations by John Cann. These are all high quality
illustrations that are relevant to the location and draw the eye into the panel.

Dungeness NNR interpretation panels at Lydd on Sea
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• Some panels are in good condition and provide high quality information and
interpretation. They are new, or have been well-maintained. Both the frame and
the panel itself are in good condition and the surfaces are clean. Good examples
include:
Hythe Heritage and History, Hythe Station.
Scanlon’s Bridge, small panels on the bridge.
Dungeness NNR, though some are damaged.
Dungeness Old Lighthouse.
Royal Military Canal (RMC), Approaching Aircraft and West Hythe
• Some panels have high quality, clear maps with good illustrations that show
locations of local features, and have a good balance of illustration and text.
Examples are:
RMC A View into History
RMC Wildlife on the canal
• Many panels have obviously been in situ for many years and are beginning to
show their age. Obvious faults include:
Wooden frames that are damaged or rotten, some with part of the frame
missing.
Surfaces scored with sharp instruments, cutting through the surface layer.
Colours faded and text becoming difficult to read.
Mould and vegetation growing on the panel surface and at the edges of the
frames.
Panels detached from the frame or missing.
Lack of any maintenance that would help to prolong the life of the panel or
frame.

New Romney Town Trail interpretation panel
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• Examples of panels in poor condition include:
New Romney Cinque Port
New Romney – A storm is raging
Most of the RMC wooden frame panels west of West Hythe
Lydd Town Trail
RSPB Dungeness
• The wooden-framed RMC panels, although in poor condition, present good
interpretation of the canal with interesting storylines and very attractive illustrations
by John Cann.
• None of the panels ‘layer’ the text with an introductory paragraph in larger font and
subsequent paragraphs with additional explanations in smaller font. This approach
is more accessible, allowing people to gain a basic understanding of a place or
feature from the first paragraph, and learning more detail from subsequent
paragraphs.
• Although most of the panels describe features that are close to them, few have
any explanation of the context of Romney Marsh, its creation and its importance
historically and for biodiversity.
• Some of the coastal panels within the Dungeness NNR are likely to be replaced by
Natural England during 2016 to incorporate details of the new coastal path and of
areas that are excluded from the route on the basis of sensitive shingle habitat.

4.2.2 Visitor centres
The Romney Marsh Visitor Centre, built on land owned by Shepway District
Council and run by the Kent Wildlife Trust, is the only visitor centre for the main part
of the Romney Marsh area. The centre has a small nature reserve, some short walks
and a community garden. Inside the centre there is a fine relief illustration of the
features, history and stories of Romney Marsh and some panels that are now looking
rather outdated. The centre also has a shop and space for temporary exhibitions.
The visitor centre has funding from the ‘Marsh Millions’ that enables the Trust to
employ a manager and assistant manager, and there is also a group of volunteers
who staff the centre at weekends and weekdays, and help out with maintenance and
events.
The centre has a valuable function, providing information about the features and
services of Romney Marsh and engaging local communities and visitors in activities
and events. The visitor centre is a good source of local leaflets.
The RSPB Visitor Centre at Dungeness is an important visitor facility on Denge
Marsh. The centre has an exhibition area and shop and has fine views across pool,
scrape and shingle areas. The centre has an important function of providing
interpretation, including a selection of leaflets, about the marshes in the exhibition,
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and also personal interpretation by volunteers. The exhibition at the time of visit was
on the history of birdwatching in the area.

Romney Marsh Visitor Centre

The Rye Harbour Nature Reserve, just outside the study area, has a small visitor
centre with panels and leaflets about the reserve and its wildlife. The centre has
introductory interpretation of the reserve and a selection of leaflets and other
publications. A new visitor centre is planned for the site in the next few years.
4.2.3 Websites
Websites are increasingly an important source of information about, and
interpretation of, places and sites. People use the internet to find out about places
before they visit, and local residents use them to find out current information and
about events and activities. They are also a source of downloadable information,
including leaflets and events programmes. An audit form for websites is presented in
Appendix 4.
Key points
• Only one website has general information, and interpretation, of Romney Marsh,
its history and its varied features (www.theromneymarsh.net). The site, created
and managed by Peter Faulkner in Greatstone, has a wealth of pages containing
information on places to visit, things to do and where to stay. It includes detailed
explanations of some of the features of the area, including churches and heritage
buildings. It has limited information and interpretation of habitats and wildlife but
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this reflects simply the interests and knowledge of the site manager. The site
includes ‘what’s on’ and recent news sections.
• The other important website for Romney Marsh is that of the Romney Marsh
Countryside Project (http://www.rmcp.co.uk). It contains a wealth of information,
and some interpretation, of Romney Marsh, including pages on walking, cycling,
wildlife and features of interest. The design of the site, though, is outdated and the
font is very small. It is hard to read and access, and there is very poor ‘layering’ of
information.
• The RSPB Dungeness Nature Reserve
(https://www.rspb.org.uk/discoverandenjoynature/seenature/reserves/guide/d/dung
eness/) site is attractive, welcoming and user-friendly, containing information about
the reserve and its opening times, together with short descriptions of the seasonal
key bird species, star species and recent sightings. It includes information on the
RSPB’s management of the site.
• There are a few other sites that include information about Romney Marsh and its
features, mostly as guides to tourism. Notable is the Visit Kent site
(http://www.visitkent.co.uk/destinations/folkestone-hythe-and-romneymarsh/11313) that includes pages on Romney Marsh and its resources and a
website detailing the history of smuggling along the coast, including at Romney
Marsh. The latter has detailed (possibly too much) information, but would satisfy
anyone interested in Romney Marsh’s illustrious history of smuggling, both into and
out of the country.
• The Sussex Wildlife Trust’s web pages for Rye Harbour Nature Reserve
(https://sussexwildlifetrust.org.uk/visit/rye-harbour) provide an introduction to the
nature reserve and list recent news and sightings. The site is a good
comprehensive explanation of the reserve and its wildlife.
4.2.4 Leaflets
Leaflets are still an important source of information for visitors to an area, on places
to visit and things to do. Leaflets were found in the Romney Marsh Visitor Centre, the
railway stations and in cafés around the area. Leaflets describe some of the features
of the area and its history, its wildlife and provide local information for both residents
and visitors. An audit of leaflets is in Appendix 5.
Key points
• There is one leaflet which describes Romney Marsh as an entity. Produced by the
manager of the website www.theromneymarsh.net it provides a concise
introduction to the area, its history and its interests. It includes information on the
main resources of the area, including the churches, the railway, the sound mirrors,
the wildlife and the historic inns. It also acts as an introduction to the website.
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• Dungeness National Nature Reserve leaflet provides an introduction to the
reserve, its habitats and its wildlife. It also explains other features in the area, such
as the power stations, Lydd Ranges, the lighthouses and the Railway. There is no
reference to the context of the reserve within the Romney Marshes, or to its
creation. The leaflet is attractive with photographs, a map, and a fine illustration by
John Cann.
• The ‘Medieval Churches of Romney Marsh’ leaflet is an introduction and brief
description of the many historic churches in the area. The leaflet has an attractive
design, a useful map and well-written descriptions of the churches and their
history.

Selection of leaflets about Romney Marsh and its features

• The Royal Military Canal leaflet is an introduction to the history and current use of
the canal, in particular its eastern end at Hythe. It has a map of the eastern end of
the canal with illustrations of local features, and photos of views and wildlife. There
is no equivalent leaflet for the rest of the canal.
• Other relevant leaflets include ones for the Romney Warren Country Park, the Old
Dungeness Lighthouse, the Dymchurch Heritage Trail, New Romney Town Trail
and the RH&D Railway. These all provide useful information about, and
interpretation of, aspects of Romney Marsh, although there is very little, if any,
explanation of the context of their locations within the marshes.
• ‘The Magic of Romney Marsh’ is a pack of nine self-guided walks, while the
‘Romney Marsh Meanders’ is a pack of five self-guided cycle trails, both produced
by the Romney Marsh Countryside Project. These are purchasable at reasonable
cost from Dover District Council.
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4.2.5 Activities and events
The White Cliffs Countryside Project produces an events brochure that includes
events and activities Dover, Folkestone and Romney Marsh. The activities include
guided walks, family events, art workshops and conservation days. Examples are:
•
•
•
•

Flowers at Dungeness
Sound mirrors open day
Bumblebees at Dungeness
Shingle walks and beach cleans

The activities introduce visitors to aspects of the natural environment of Romney
Marsh.
The Romney Marsh Visitor Centre has a programme of activities for visitors including
walks and talks and family events. The Marsh Community Garden, located at the
site, is a gardening scheme that encourages local people to learn about gardening, in
particular to grow their own food. The scheme is aimed at people of all ages and has
been very successful in encouraging people to participate in gardening activities. The
scheme is currently implementing a Young Roots HLF Programme which seeks to
encourage young people to find out about WWII rationing recipes.
The Marsh Academy in New Romney has trainee schemes that encourage local
people to share their experiences of the area and to learn more about the resources
of Romney Marsh. Their inter-generation activities, that bring people of all ages
together to talk about the local area, have been particularly successful.
We are aware that other interpretation events and activities are held in the area for
the public or specific groups by smaller organisations (eg. Art on the Marsh, Historic
Churches Trust). There are also larger-scale festivals and fairs, for example the New
Romney Countryside Fair, JAM Festival, and the proposed Grazing on the Marsh
Food Festival, where Romney Marsh heritage features.
4.2.6 Art installations
Around New Romney there are a number of art installations commissioned and
funded by the IMOS Foundation. The installations are of local stories and scenes as
envisaged by both local and international artists. Each group of artworks is described
in an accompanying text. Collectively the artworks are a vivid interpretation of the
environment and culture of Romney Marsh and add significantly to developing a
‘sense of place’ for Romney Marsh.

4.3 Other nearby sites
Rye Harbour Nature Reserve
The nature reserve is located just to the west of the River Rother, which is the
western boundary of the Fifth Continent project area. Rye Harbour Nature Reserve
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has a series of interpretation panels around the reserve, many of which are in poor
condition. The panels have clearly been in situ for many years and are beyond their
natural lifetime. Many of the panels are damaged and have substantial growth of
mould, while the frames are rotten, with some sections missing. The Maritime
Heritage Trail panels are in particularly poor condition, with some becoming very
difficult to read.
Two booklets have been produced by the Friends of Rye Harbour Nature Reserve.
They are ‘Rye Harbour – Your guide to a shingle nature reserve’ and Camber Castle
– A look into the past of Henry VIII’s castle’. Both booklets are high quality guides
with well-written text and good quality photographs and illustrations of the reserve
and its features, and the castle.
The Sussex Wildlife Trust, which now manages Rye Harbour Nature Reserve,
produces an events brochure and many of the activities take place on the reserve.
Activities include guided walks, an introduction to the reserve and beach cleans.

Rye Harbour Nature Reserve

4.4 Summary critique
The audit of interpretation revealed a diversity of interpretive media and events. Our
overall observations are:
• Although there are many interpretation panels that are in good condition and
provide good interpretation of features of Romney Marsh there are also many that
are outdated and in poor condition. There is scope to update and replace these in
existing locations.
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• The interpretive panels vary considerably in their provision of interpretation of
Romney Marsh. Many explain features, such as the canal, wildlife and historic
buildings, well, but include little explanation of the contexts of Romney Marsh as an
entity. The standard of interpretation also varies considerably. There is scope to
replace these panels in existing locations, or potential to include new interpretation
panels in new locations, especially at ‘hubs’.
• There is one excellent website that provides a wealth of information and
interpretation about the Romney Marsh. There are also other good quality sites
that provide information about Romney Marsh, particularly for tourists. There is
scope to add to this or, if necessary, create a new one with appropriate links to
others.
• There is one leaflet that provides an introduction to Romney Marsh and its
resources and a number of other leaflets that explain different features of the area.
None of the leaflets provides a comprehensive overview of Romney Marsh and its
resources. There is scope to address this.
• Activities and events run by a variety of organisations explain the features of the
marshes and help people to come together to share their experiences and
knowledge of the area. There is scope to expand the number, type and topics of
events and possibly to have joint or larger scale events which raise the Fifth
Continent profile.
• Although there is good interpretation of the resources of the Romney Marsh area,
including the nature reserves, the Royal Military Canal, the churches, the railway
and other features there is very little interpretation of Romney Marsh as a whole,
its historical and landscape contexts, and its impact for the visitor.
• There is a range of cycling and walk leaflet available, though many don’t make
reference to the whole area or cater for specific users eg. children, disabled, dog
walkers. There is scope to expand the range of leaflets available.
• The visitor centres are well located and provide a range of interpretation. There is
scope to add or replace panels. There is opportunity to add leaflets and promote
Fifth Continent events in these locations and perhaps other locations such as Lydd
Museum and the libraries at Lydd and New Romney.
• There is currently no digitally-based media for visits and trails. There is scope to
build up these resources of the overall area or specific features by using mobile
phone apps, developing film footage and presenting oral recordings.
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5 Audiences
5.1 Audiences for outdoor recreation
Kent & Medway Visitor Survey
A visitor survey of Kent and Medway3, gathered during 2010 at 12 destinations
across Kent including Ashford and Shepway, gathered statistics on origin, profile and
behaviour of visitors, together with views on the strengths and weaknesses of Kent
as a visitor destination. While these statistics are not specifically for Romney Marsh
they provide context for visitor profiles for the county.
Key Findings
Visitor profile
• Just over half of all visitors to Kent were found to be day visitors from home (59%).
A fifth of all visitors were staying overnight in Kent. A further fifth were also day
visitors.
• The survey results on age and group composition suggest a strong presence of

•
•
•

•

families with children (0-15 years). The average group size was 2.77 people,
comprising of 2.14 adults and 0.63 children.
Around 8% of visitors interviewed had a physical or sensory disability or had
someone in their group with a disability.
The majority of visitors were from ABCI households (59% of all visitors). Of these a
quarter was from the top AB professional grade.
Approximately 88% of all visitors are British residents and 12% are from overseas.
The county itself generates the vast majority of its own day visitors; approximately
74% of all day visitors from home are Kent residents visiting different destinations
within Kent.
The origin of overseas visitors was very diverse. A total of 35 different countries of
origin were recorded by the survey, with the number of visitors originating from the
Netherlands, Germany and the USA greater in volume than the other countries.

Trip features
• The majority of visitors (76%) were visiting Kent for leisure or holiday purposes.
14% were visiting to see friends and/or relatives in the area and 8% were on a
special shopping trip.
• Of the 19 `Key influencing factors` visitors were presented with, no single one was
overly dominant. The two influencing factors which visitors chose most often were
Kent’s `Historic aspects/heritage` (29% of visitors) and Kent’s `Seaside/beaches`
(23%) of visitors).
• Around a fifth of all visitors sampled were staying overnight in Kent. Of these, the
home of a friend or relative was the most popular form of accommodation used
during the trip (36%).
3

Kent and Medway Visitor Survey, Visit Kent / Kent County Council, November 2010
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• Around a fifth of all visitors on an overnight trip stayed in a hotel.
• A short break of 1 to 3 nights was popular among visitors, accounting for 47% of all
overnight trips. At county level, the average trip length for an overnight trip taken
by a domestic visitor was 5.36 nights and the average trip length for an overnight
trip taken by an overseas visitor was 8.24 nights.
• Concerning the activities undertaken, the most popular carried out by visitors
during their trip to Kent included tourist attractions (42%), visiting a pub, tea room
or restaurant (33%), shopping (32%), walking/riding or cycling (25%) and meeting
up with friends/relatives (21%).
• The most common mode of transport used by visitors to reach destinations in the
Kent was the car. Overall 69% of all visitors used their car to travel to Kent.
• The majority of visitors (67%) relied on their previous knowledge of the area when
it came to planning their trip. The next source, though significantly lower in terms of
usage, was information gleaned from friends or relatives. In general the use of
more formal pre-trip sources such as brochures and guides was low.
• The survey found that only 9% of all visitors interviewed had visited London (or
planned to do so) as part of their trip and only 5% had visited or planned to visit
Europe during their trip.

Kite surfing

Trip expenditure
• On average, domestic visitors staying overnight in Kent spent £31.99 per person
per night, and spent £171.36 per person per trip.
• On average, overseas visitors staying overnight in Kent spent £32.93 per person
per night, and spent £271.29 per person per trip.
• On average, day visitors spent £14.78 on their trip.
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Visitor opinion
• Overall trip enjoyment was very high with 78% of all visitors responding that trip
enjoyment was ‘Very high’ or ‘High’, providing an average score of 4.05 out of 5. A
small but significant minority of visitors rated their overall trip enjoyment as
‘Average’.
• The likelihood of recommending Kent to friends and relatives was found to be high,
with 60% of visitors stated that their likelihood of recommending was ‘Very high’
and further 25% of visitors stated that their likelihood of recommending was ‘High’.
The average score for recommendation

Rye Harbour, Camber, Dungeness and Shepway Visitor Surveys 20142015 (for Sustainable Access Strategy)
A survey undertaken in March 2015 by Blackwood Bayne Ltd for Shepway District
Council4 sampled visitor use of 8 Natura 2000 sites in Dungeness, Romney Marsh
and Rye Bay.
Key Findings
• There was a wide variety of interests among visitors from general walking to
specialist activities such as kite surfing. Around half of visitors spent money during
their visit.
• Key concerns of visitors included litter, uncontrolled dogs and dog mess, causing
some conflict between visitors.
• The great majority of visitors arrived by car, and car parking was of concern to
some of these visitors.
• The most popular activity was walking, with or without a dog. The most popular
sporting activities were kite-surfing, fishing and wildlife watching.
• The majority were visiting from their home for a day trip, with those involved in
sporting activities staying at sites longer than others.
• Most people (85%) had not used websites or books / pamphlets before their visit.
High numbers were visiting for the first time and half those on their first visit had
found out about the site by ‘word of mouth’.
• Although high numbers of visitors said they were aware that the site was important
for wildlife, relatively few people knew why, and only half of those surveyed had
seen any of the information boards. Of those who did have some knowledge, most
could only cite birds and the shingle as being important issues.
• High numbers of visitors chose coastal sites even though it was not necessary for
their activity. High numbers of dog walkers chose the coast and said it was the
experience of their dog that was the reason for their choice. The wild nature of the
coast had a special appeal for a number of people.
The key points arising from these surveys are that more than half of visitors were day
visitors from home, that many visitors come as families with children and the majority
4

Rye Harbour, Camber, Dungeness and Shepway Visitor Surveys, 2014 – 2015, Blackwood Bayne
Ltd
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of visitors were from ABC1 households5 . Just over a tenth are visitors from
overseas. The two ‘influencing factors’ visitors chose most often were historic
aspects / heritage, and seaside / beaches. Some of the most popular activities
included walking / riding or cycling and visiting tourist attractions.
Of the visitors to the Romney Marsh area the majority were interested in outdoor
activities, including walking, dog walking, wildlife watching and specialist sports. Few
people had researched the area from websites or leaflets before their visit and had
any knowledge of why the sites were of importance for wildlife. The coast, though,
was the major draw for both walkers and dog walkers.

Romney Marshes Living Landscape Scheme: Preliminary Audience
Study
Kent Wildlife Trust compiled this report in July 2010, funded by Natural England. The
report highlighted the following existing audiences:
• The greatest numbers of people are visiting Romney, Hythe and District Railway,
Dungeness, Camber Sands and Rye Town.
• The major proportion of visitors comprises family groups or the retired/semi retired.
• The 0-15 age group attend either as a family, with grandparents or in school
groups for education.
• The 16-29 age group is a minority group, visiting mainly for active sports requiring
a reasonable level of income.
• Visitors are most likely to be white British. Foreign visitors also tend to be white.
• Local visitors are considered to be those travelling up to 25 miles to a site.
• Day visitors travel from an area from Essex and SE London to Brighton. They often
target one site and then possibly visit a town, such as Rye.
• Staying visitors are mainly from Britain and Northern Europe, but include travellers
worldwide. Countries include Netherlands, Belgium and Germany in particular, and
then France, Switzerland, United States of America, Australia, Canada, Japan and
Austria. They tend to visit well-known sites.
• Some visitors come specifically for one interest, such as golf and water sports, and
are prepared to travel quite a distance.
• Visitors stay in a variety of accommodation – guest houses, hotels, static and
touring caravans, holiday camps and private rents.
• Most visitors travel into the area by private car or coach.
• Visitors have very wide ranging interests reflected in their destination choice.
These sites cater for audiences of very differing interests ranging from historical
and shopping experiences in Rye Town to nature reserves, Romney, Hythe and
Dymchurch Railway and amusement arcades, to sporting activities.
• Visitors have limited knowledge of the range of experiences on offer across the
Romney Marsh Living Landscape area.
• Suggested groups of visitors using facilities in the Romney Marsh area include:
5

A demographic classification relating to social grade, income and earning levels. ABC1 includes
upper middle class, middle class and lower middle class.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Bird watchers
Dog walkers
Naturalists
Anglers
Walkers
Cyclists
Tourist/Holidaymakers
Railway enthusiasts
Historians
Horseriders
War veterans
Astronomers
Windsurfers
Kite surfers
Water skiers
Sailors
Artists
Scouts/Guides
Film crews
Artists
Photographers
Schools and colleges
Caravaners
Nuclear power station staff

Cycling on Romney Marsh
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5.2 Target audiences for interpretation
The above three pieces of evidence indicates that interpretation should be targeted
at local people and UK and foreign visitors and that effort needs to be made to
encourage visitors to explore the whole of the Marsh. The target audiences for
Romney Marsh interpretation should be:
• Existing visitors to nature reserves, countryside sites, the coast and cultural
heritage sites who have not read much about the area but would like to find out
more.
• Day visitors and people on short breaks and other holidays.
• Specialist interest groups, such as wildlife, culture, local history, walking,
photography and art.
• Car travellers, who are passing through the area and may wish to stop to take a
break from their journey.
• Active family explorers who are seeking fun and interesting activities.

Fishing at Dungeness
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6 Aim and objectives for interpretation
In this section we set out what we propose should be the overall aim and key
objectives for interpretation of Romney Marsh.

6.1 Interpretive aim
To help people to understand and enjoy the significance of Romney Marsh, its
origins, development over time and its environmental and historic resources.

6.2 Interpretive objectives
The key objectives for the interpretation of Romney Marsh are set out below, in three
groups relating to or learning objectives, behavioural objectives and emotional
objectives.
Learning objectives
Those who live within, or visit, Romney Marsh will understand and appreciate…
• why its geology, geomorphology and topography are so significant and how the
landscape was formed over 5000 years and continues to change
• how the landscape is made of many different habitats which are home to a wide
diversity of wildlife
• how its emergence from the sea and marshland has shaped agricultural use, and
how that use has shaped the land
• how the control of water levels is critical to its use for both agriculture and wildlife
• how its history, trade, industry and communities have helped shape the
landscape and how they have developed and continue to change
• how the shape and nature of the landscape has impacted on the need to defend
this part of the coastline from attack
• how close the relationship is between the land and the sea, in terms of the
physical landscape, the nature of the communities and the rural economy
• how future developments – and climate change – could affect the landscape, its
nature and its communities.
Behavioural objectives
Those who live in, or visit, Romney Marsh will…
• wish to explore and enjoy it and discover more about its many characteristics and
qualities
• make return visits to discover and learn more about other parts of the area, not
yet explored
• want to take part in events and activities of all kinds
• support the work of the Fifth Continent project, its partners and other
organisations that are involved in conservation, economic regeneration and
interpretation
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•

support and possibly join organisations working to conserve, develop and
interpret all, or parts, of Romney Marsh.

Emotional objectives
Those who live in, or visit, Romney Marsh will…
• develop a powerful sense of empathy with it and with the sites and communities
within the area
• wish to support and / or contribute to the interpretation, conservation and
economic development of it
• adopt and / or promote the ethos of the Fifth Continent project and its partners
and apply it to their own communities.
Goals of interpretation
Collectively, these objectives help to support the overall goals for interpretation:
• to provoke people to learn, discover and explore places and ideas
• to relate places and ideas to people’s own awareness and understanding
• to reveal new meanings and relationships
These objectives should be used as the basis for monitoring and evaluation, as
described in Chapter 10.

Pond dipping KWLT
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7 Interpretive themes and storylines
Themes are a valuable mechanism for encompassing the key strands of a story
when devising and developing interpretation. The themes lend themselves to
creating ‘messages’ that visitors can take away with them. We suggest one
overarching theme and four sub-themes for Romney Marsh.

7.1 Overarching theme
Romney Marsh has a fascinating story to tell about its development over 5000
years, the wildlife of the marsh and the coast, its use for agriculture and the
heritage and culture of its buildings and its people.

7.2 Sub-themes
The following sub-themes allow the whole story to be encapsulated in a series of
statements that will guide the interpretation.
Sub-theme 1 Landscape
Romney Marsh is a varied and interconnected landscape that can be viewed
and enjoyed at different scales, from the whole marsh area and its contrast
with the higher ground to the north, to the smaller, more intimate scale of a
single significant building, a length of ditch or a patch of shingle.
Storylines
• The tranquillity of the flat landscape with ‘big skies’, spectacular views and a
quality of light favoured by painters and photographers.
• The huge network of waterways and their relationship with the land, acting as ‘wet
fences’ for the fields.
• The impacts of weather and climate change on the coast and the marshlands.
• The impact of centuries of storms and flooding on the lie of the land, including the
advance of the coastline and the ridges of shingle at Dungeness.
• Changing agriculture from intensive sheep rearing to arable farming.
• Long sandy beaches with uninterrupted views over the marsh, along the beaches
and out to sea.
• The busy maritime traffic in the English Channel that is easily visible from the
coast.
• Dark skies that inspire people to discover the stars and planets.
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Sub-theme 2 Nature
Romney Marsh has outstanding biodiversity due to its range of habitats
including wetland, grassland, shingle and salt marsh. It is home to large
numbers of species of plants and animals, many of which are nationally rare.
Storylines
• The importance of the wetlands at Denge Marsh, Lydd, Greatstone, Midribs and
the Wicks, Camber, the RMC and at the nearby Rye Harbour and Pett Level as
habitats.
• The vast network of ditches that provide valuable habitat for wetland plants and
animals.
• The maintenance of the grazing marshes with their traditional agriculture and
sheep grazing.
• Resident and migrating birds that use the marshes widely for feeding and
breeding.
• Shingle at Dungeness and Denge Marsh, the largest area of shingle in Europe,
with its sensitive habitats, and rare and vulnerable species.
• The value of Romney Marsh in demonstrating big ecological stories of migration,
land management and natural succession.
• The location of Romney Marsh at the south east corner of Britain and its proximity
to mainland Europe adds to its biodiversity with migrant and vagrant species
arriving from the continent.
Sub-theme 3 History
The natural and man-made development of Romney Marsh through time have
left their mark on the landscape, from the creation of the marsh from the sea,
the complex field drainage system, the medieval churches and other historic
buildings to the impacts of defence against invasion.
Storylines
• The development of the marshes from the sea over 5000 years, with frequent
changes in the coastline, periodic flooding and gradual expansion of the marshland
area.
• Evidence of settlement by people in the Bronze Age and in the Roman era who
grazed their animals on the lush pastures and extracted salt from the creeks.
• The vast network of ditches and other waterways that drain the low-lying land.
• The ridges of shingle at Dungeness that tell the story of its development through
accretion.
• The gradual settlement and use of the land by people.
• Medieval churches scattered through the landscape that are testimony to the
settlement of the land and the changing coastline.
• The harbours and ports that have been abandoned as the coastline has changed
and rivers have silted up.
• The defence of the coast from invasion, including the building of the Royal Military
Canal and the Napoleonic era towers, the sound mirrors used in the early 20th
century, the garrisons and ranges and the location of PLUTO.
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• The defence of the coast from inundation from the sea through the raising of the
sea bank.

St Clements Church, Old Romney

Sub-theme 4 Romney Marsh today
The special natural and cultural heritage of Romney Marsh offer a unique
opportunity to appreciate the community today, including its artists and
writers, and producers of local foods and products.
Storylines
• The quiet and peaceful rural character and atmosphere of Romney Marsh that
contrasts with the busy and developed conurbations of south east England.
• Writers and artists who have lived, and still live, in Romney Marsh, seeking
inspiration and tranquillity from its landscape, and appreciating its special quality of
light.
• The value of Romney Marsh as a location for photography and filming.
• Meat and wool products from Romney Sheep that are highly prized, including
Romney Tweed.
• An important traditional seaside resort known for generations as a place for family
holidays and for ‘getting away from it all’.
• Local foods and products, including fish, that demonstrate local distinctiveness and
bring income to local communities.
• The importance of the maritime culture and its influence on many aspects of
Romney Marsh life, through fishing, sea transport, coastal defence and maritime
communities.
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7.3 Summary of themes and storylines

Overarching theme
Romney Marsh has a fascinating story to tell about its development over 5000 years, the wildlife of the marsh and the coast, its use for agriculture
and the heritage and culture of its buildings and its people.
Landscape sub theme

Biodiversity sub theme

History sub theme

The marsh today sub theme

Romney Marsh is a varied and
interconnected landscape that
can be viewed and enjoyed at
different scales, from the whole
marsh area and its contrast
with the higher ground to the
north, to the smaller, more
intimate scale of a single
significant building, a length of
ditch or a patch of shingle.

Romney Marsh has outstanding
biodiversity due to its range of
habitats including wetland,
grassland, shingle and salt
marsh. It is home to large
numbers of species of plants
and animals, many of which are
nationally rare.

The natural and man-made
development of Romney Marsh
have left their mark on the
landscape, from the creation of
the marsh from the sea, the
complex field drainage system,
the medieval churches and
other history buildings to the
impacts of defence against
invasion.

The special natural and cultural
heritage of Romney Marsh offer
a unique opportunity to
appreciate the community
today, including its artists and
writers, and producers of local
foods and products.

• The tranquillity of the flat
landscape
• Huge network of waterways
• Impacts of weather and climate
change
• Impacts of centuries of storms
and floods
• Sheep rearing and the changes
in agriculture
• Long sandy beaches
• Maritime traffic

• The importance of wetlands
• Grazing marshes with
traditional agriculture
• Resident and migrant birds
• Shingle at Dungeness
• The value of Romney Marsh in
demonstrating big ecological
stories
• The location of the marshes in
SE England close to the
continent

• The development of the
marshes over 5000 years
• Evidence of settlement from
Bronze Age and Romans
• Ridges of shingle at
Dungeness
• Medieval churches and
heritage buildings
• Changing coastline and silted
up harbours
• The ‘invasion’ coast and its
defence

• A rural character that contrasts
with the conurbations of SE
England
• Writers and artists seeking
inspiration from the landscape
• Meat and wool products from
Romney Sheep
• Traditional seaside resort
• Value of local products that
demonstrate local
distinctiveness and bring
income to communities
• Influence of maritime culture on
Romney Marsh life
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8 An approach to interpretation
Romney Marsh is an exceptional place with a distinctive character, culture and
landscape. Although it is all within one National Character Area, and therefore has a
similar landscape character throughout, it has much variety in its natural and cultural
features. The interpretation of Romney Marsh should respect the varied character of
the area and help to enhance, rather than detract from, its special features.
Red Kite recommends that interpretation in Romney Marsh should provide a
welcome to the area as a recognisable entity with a distinctive branding; it should
provide easily accessible explanation of its features within the contexts of the whole
marshes; and it should recognise and celebrate the very close relationship between
natural and man-made elements of the landscape. Interpretation should also make
very clear the relationship between the land and the sea, by emphasising how this
has impacted on landscape, biodiversity and community.
Interpretation can be provided by many types of media. The choice of media for
interpretation has never been wider from simple printed leaflets, through interpretive
panels to interactive websites; and from apps and QR codes, to guided walks and
intergenerational community activities. We would make the following general
recommendations for interpretive media in Romney Marsh:
• The Fifth Continent staff should have display material that can be used at talks,
exhibitions and events
• Static interpretive media such as panels in outdoor locations or indoor visitor
centres, and permanent or temporary exhibitions should have an important but
limited role.
• Digital sources of information and interpretation should be easily accessible and
widely available.
• Printed materials, such as leaflets and brochures, are very important but there are
already many available within the area; they could be promoted even more (eg.
via websites) and any new ones given careful consideration.
• Participatory events and activities such as guided walks, arts and crafts,
conservation activities and discovery events should be an important element.
• Public art, either by professional artists or by the community, should play a role as
both art installations and community participation events.
• Music, drama, festivals and fetes involving both communities and visitors that
help to engender a strong sense of place among participants should be an
important part of the activities offered.
• Film and oral history development should feature as part of the Fifth Continent
Scheme.
Whatever the media, there are certain principles that we recommend should be
adopted when preparing or delivering interpretation projects. We advocate that
interpretation at Romney Marsh should be:
Cohesive – emphasising the importance of Romney Marsh as a distinctive
landscape with each individual feature contributing to an overall story.
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Layered – with a clear hierarchy from easily accessible introductions on websites, to
more detailed interpretation and information on leaflets and other selective media at
carefully chosen locations. Each interpretive element will contribute to a cohesive,
integrated and comprehensive story about the Romney Marshes and their features.
Attractively designed and evocatively written – to reflect the natural beauty of the
landscape and to encourage an emotional response to the Romney Marshes as well
as an intellectual appreciation. A wide range of media should be used including
sculpture and art, as well as more conventional graphics.
Developed to reflect local distinctiveness and skills – through the use of local
artists and craftspeople, natural local materials where possible, and through the use
of media that engage as many of the senses as possible, especially sound, to evoke
an emotional as well as an intellectual response.
Delivered by people as well as by media – responding to research that shows that
personal interpretation is the most effective way to tell the stories of a site. The Kent
Wildlife Trust and other organisations working in the area have skilled staff and
volunteers who can enthuse visitors with their understanding and knowledge through
a programme of guided walks, activities and events.

Avalon Marshes

Goda’s Island

- a magical landscape
Just a few metres above sea level, the Avalon Marshes is an intriguing
and magical landscape, full of history and wildlife. Early settlers lived
here on small islands in the marshes, connected by trackways. Since
Roman times ingenious minds have worked to control the water, draining
the marshes for lush farmland and valuable peat.

Godney may have got its name
from the Anglo-Saxon words for
Goda’s Island. No-one knows
who Goda was, but it was a
common Saxon name. The ‘ey’
ending means ‘island’ indicating
that the village originally stood
on a small patch of dry land
surrounded by flooded marsh.
Glastonbury Lake Village

Pioneering archaeology
Additional images by Amédée Forestier, Joy Russell and Clive Dodd.

In 1892 local student and amateur archaeologist Arthur
Bulleid found the remains of an Iron Age village near
Godney. It was an astounding discovery that became
world famous as ‘Glastonbury Lake Village’. It is one of
the best-preserved prehistoric settlements ever found
in the UK, a miraculous time capsule buried in the
wet peat. Pottery and other objects made from wood,
metal, shale and bone show fascinating details of life
between 2000 and 2300 years ago. It may not have
been a peaceful time: several human skulls with sword
cuts were found, perhaps the severed heads of enemies
brought back as trophies.

World War II defences
During World War II a series of defensive ‘stop lines’
were built to prevent or delay invading forces. The GHQ
stop-line ‘Green’ was built to protect Bristol. It stretched
for 91 miles between Highbridge and Framilode, in
Gloucestershire. It used the Rivers Brue and Whitelake
as obstacles for tanks. You can still see some of the pill
boxes built to defend the line.

Places to visit near
Godney:
Visit the Glastonbury Lake
Village Museum at The Tribunal
in Glastonbury to see the
dug-out canoe and other items
found at the lake village.
The gruesome skulls are at the
Museum of Somerset in Taunton.

Find out more
Visit the Avalon Marshes Centre,
Shapwick Road, Westhay, BA6 9TT

www.avalonmarshes.org

An interpretation panel for the Avalon Marshes showing layered text and attractive design
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9 Proposals for interpretive media
Romney Marsh and its resources are currently interpreted in many different media,
including panels, leaflets and guides, websites, and events and activities. The role of
the Fifth Continent Scheme, and of this plan, is to guide a coordinated approach to
renewing, updating and refreshing the interpretation of the area, and of providing new
and innovation interpretation to help explain the contexts of the whole landscape,
together with the details of its many features.
Consideration should be given to including at least bilingual text – English and
French – wherever possible, recognising the importance of visitors from continental
Europe.
The first items in this programme involve developing a logo and branding for the Fifth
Continent. All other items that involve design and development of media should use
this branding and incorporate the logo wherever possible.

9.1 ‘Whole site’ interpretation
This interpretation includes branding, website and publications that are available for
visitors and communities to use and appreciate both remotely and in the area.
Branding and logo
Every organisation within the partnership has its own branding and design style and,
of course, its logo. These are clearly important as they provide an identifiable identity
for each organisation’s work and activities. Red Kite recommends that alongside
these identities there should be a strong branding for Romney Marsh as an entity.
This branding should not be seen as replacing or suppressing partners’ and other
organisations’ identities but adding a layer of identity that provides a wider context for
each organisation’s work. For some organisations, including the logo of Romney
Marsh on leaflets or panels may be sufficient, while for others using a more
comprehensive branding may add significantly to raising their profiles in the area.
Proposed actions
• Develop a distinctive brand and logo for Romney Marsh and encourage partner
organisations to use these where possible, to help raise the profile of the marsh as
a distinct entity. The logo should include elements of the Romney Marsh flag as
this is already a developed identity for the marsh. The logo can used by other
organisations and businesses with the condition they abide by certain guidelines
and required criteria.
• Develop a decorative frieze using elements of the Romney Marsh flag that can be
used in many situations and locations. The frieze would consist of a graphic
representation of some of the key elements of the landscape, perhaps in the style
of the elements of the Romney Marsh flag, that can be used alongside the logo or
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along the bottom of panels. It can also be used along the bottom of letterhead
paper and leaflets.
• Develop a map of Romney Marsh that will provide clear orientation, showing key
features, places of interest, visitor facilities, car parking and attractive walking and
cycling routes. The map would be used in leaflets and brochures produced by the
Fifth Continent Steering Group and made available to others producing interpretive
media for the area. Alternatively it could be made available on websites. The map
should include the logo and other elements in the branding style. It would be
produced for information and orientation purposes but is unlikely to be able to
function as a navigation aid for walkers and cyclists because of its scale.
• Acquire a QR code for the Fifth Continent Scheme for use on all appropriate media
that would take users directly to the website.

Romney Marsh flag

Website
An effective, and interactive, web presence is an increasingly important source of
information and interpretation. For many people a website is the first point of access
for a place or a service. It is a means for many visitors to download information onto
tablets and smartphones which they can then use during the visit. A website is also a
dynamic medium that allows organisations to provide new information, for example
about events and management issues.
There is already one excellent website that provides a wealth of information about
Romney Marsh – www.theromneymarsh.net. The site was developed, and is
managed by, Peter Faulkner of Greatstone-on-sea, on an entirely voluntary basis. He
has received grants from local councils to upgrade the software but receives no
funding to manage the site. There is opportunity to develop the site further as a wider
Romney Marsh website and funding could be allocated to more comprehensive
coverage and more diverse features.
The partnership should consider working closely with Peter Faulkner, with the longerterm aim of taking on the website’s management. Peter Faulkner is very content for
this to happen. Red Kite does not recommend that the partnership establishes a
completely new website that would run parallel to www.theromneymarsh.net.
However, Red Kite is aware that HLF and the Steering Group are keen to have a
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platform of its own to detail Fifth Continent projects. There is therefore an option of
using the Romney Marsh website initially with the intention of taking it over, with the
agreement of Peter Faulkner, at some stage in the future.
Proposed actions
• Work with Peter Faulkner, the manager of the www.theromneymarsh.net website,
to develop the site to include more interpretation of Romney Marsh as a whole and
to hold more downloadable resources about the area.
• Ensure the web pages are considered as an interpretive medium for Romney
Marsh as well as information about places to visit and things to do.
• Include pages for downloadable materials including leaflets, videos, audio
recordings, games for families, tour guides, etc.
• Include further pages on, for example, crafts and artists, events and activities at
locations around the marshes, interpretive play events for children, and
interpretation of the landscape and wildlife, historical features such as the Lookers
Huts
• Create and coordinate links between the websites of partnership organisations and
with the Romney Marsh website.
• Produce and upload a bi-monthly or monthly e-newsletter about the marshes.
• Produce short films capturing the essence of events and activities run by the
project and its partners and upload to the website and YouTube.
Publications
Publications, despite the availability of websites and other digital media, are still
extremely popular, evidenced by demand for leaflets and guides in visitor centres
and Tourist Information Centres, and at accommodation providers including B&Bs
and camping and caravanning sites. There is currently an A4 introductory leaflet
about Romney Marsh produced by ‘theromneymarsh.net’ but no substantive leaflet
providing information and interpretation of the area. Red Kite proposes a series of
leaflets and guides that provide visitors, and the community, with an introduction to
Romney Marsh and an explanation of its main features.
Proposed actions
• Produce a simple leaflet that promotes the work of the Fifth Continent Steering
Group which can be distributed to TICs and other outlets and used at talks and
events. The leaflet should be A4 folded to 1/3 A4.
• Produce a souvenir guide for Romney Marsh. Red Kite suggests a format that is
A2 folding to A5 with an annotated map on one side and an introduction to
Romney Marsh and its key features around the map and on the 8 pages on the
reverse. The leaflet should be promoted to accommodation and other service
providers, the TICs and other organisations.
• Produce an ‘Accessible Romney Marsh’ guide that can be printed or downloaded.
This guide is targeted specifically at people with disabilities or impairments who
need information on appropriate new, or newly-publicised, routes in the area. Red
Kite suggests the leaflet should be A4 folded to A5, or 1/3 A4.
• Produce two railway ‘out of the window’ guides, for the RH&D and the Rye to
Ashford main line. These simple guides provide interpretation of the features that
can be seen from the trains as they travel through the Marsh. Red Kite suggests
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the leaflets are A3 folded to A5 with a map of the route and explanations of the
major features around the map. Further interpretation can be provided on the
reverse. The guides should be made available at stations, cafés and other tourist
facilities.
• Produce an Invasion Coast leaflet that explains the key features built to defend the
coastline over time. Red Kite suggests the leaflet is A3 folded to A5 with the map
on one side and explanations of major features around the map and on the
reverse.
• Produce leaflets for two projects that are being funded by the LPS – the ‘Sentinels
of the Marsh’ and the ‘Hunt for Romney Port’. These should be A4 folded to 1/3
A4.
Mobile exhibitions
Exhibitions that can be taken to schools, libraries and public facilities, and that can
also be used at special events and public meetings are a valuable way of raising the
profile of the area and providing introductory interpretation of its features. Red Kite
recommends preparing one mobile exhibition at the start of the project that
introduces Romney Marsh and the project, and then a second exhibition later in the
project to explain the work being undertaken by the project partners. This second
exhibition raises the profile of the project itself and contributes to its legacy after the
project has finished.
Two further mobile exhibitions are proposed – for the Sentinels of the Marsh project
and the Hunt for Romney Port. These will explain the projects and their desired
outcomes.
Proposed actions
• Produce an initial mobile exhibition that introduces Romney Marsh and its
characteristic features, and the work of the project.
• Produce a second exhibition later in the project that provides dynamic information
and interpretation about the achievements of the project.
• Produce a mobile exhibition for the Sentinels of the Marsh project that explains the
heritage importance of the medieval churches in Romney Marsh and the purpose
and desired outcomes of the Sentinels project.
• Produce a mobile exhibition for the Hunt for Romney Port project, which explains
the project and its desired outcomes.
• Produce temporary A-frame panels to explain projects and site works as they
continue during the scheme. These should be produced simply and at low cost so
they can be revised as the project progresses.
Sentinels of the Marsh audio guide
This audio guide would be an essential component of the ‘Sentinels of the Marsh’
project, accompanying a leaflet and a mobile exhibition described elsewhere in this
delivery programme. Production of an audio guide with descriptions of the churches,
recordings of reminiscences from local people and other evocative sounds would
help to bring the project alive and engage visitors more in understanding the church
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heritage of Romney Marsh. The audio guide would be downloadable from the
website.
Red Kite recommends the production of one audio guide with descriptions of all
churches in an easily accessible format, rather than producing separate audio guides
for each church or for clusters of churches. A single guide is more cost-effective and
more usable by visitors.
The Fifth Continent Steering Group has allocated a notional budget for an app for the
Sentinels project. Red Kite has considered this carefully and would recommend not
proceeding with developing such an app. The production of apps, for both ios and
Android platforms, is expensive and their downloading and use depends on effective
marketing. Red Kite considers that the production of an app would be less costeffective than other forms of interpretation, such as the audio guide, a leaflet, a cycle
trail guide and a mobile exhibition that are described elsewhere in this programme.
Proposed actions
• Produce an audio guide for the ‘Sentinels of the Marsh’ project that introduces the
churches of Romney Marsh and the work of the project in raising people’s
awareness of their heritage value. The guide should include audio explanations,
recordings of local people and their reminiscences of the churches.

9.2 On-site interpretation
Entrance and signage
Entrance and waymarking signs can be a valuable way of establishing an identity for
an area and making the boundaries clear for visitors and the community. Red Kite
strongly recommends as part of the branding task that the logo and design style be
used on entrance signs on roads entering the marsh and on waymarkers for visitor
routes around the area.
Proposed actions
• Design and install gateway signage at the point of entry into Romney Marsh on the
main roads, such as A259, A2070, B2080, and on the unclassified roads extending
south of Hamstreet and Bilsington. The panels should include the logo and
‘Welcome to Romney Marsh’.
• Install branded waymarking on existing and new walking and cycle routes around
the Marsh giving distances and timing. The waymarking should include the logo on
either the post or the panel. An effective solution is to produce the logo and any
other branding on a polycarbonate disc or on self-adhesive vinyl and apply these to
posts and waymarkers.
Welcome and orientation
After entering Romney Marsh visitors need further ‘reassurance’ about where they
are and information about, and interpretation of, where they can go and what they
can do. Visitor interpretation hubs, located in car parks and other public places, can
provide essential tourist information and begin to explain the features and interests of
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the area. They are also very important for orientation, enabling visitors to see clearly
where they are in relation to the other features of the area.
Proposed actions
• Install five visitor interpretation hubs to provide an introduction to Romney Marsh
and specifically to the natural and cultural features in the locality. Four of these
should be in Romney Marsh and the fifth at Rye Harbour Nature Reserve, which
would be funded separately from the Fifth Continent Scheme. These should be
located in key car parks with the information provided via two or three outdoor
panels with a sculptural element. One should have a general introduction to
Romney Marsh and a map of the area, and the others should interpret the local
area. Potential locations in Romney Marsh include Dymchurch, New Romney,
Dungeness and Camber.
• Establish four small information points in pubs, post offices, churches and cafés
where Romney Marsh materials can be displayed. These would consist of a leaflet
rack and introductory map of the area, with information on current activities. An Aframe located at the entrance to the building can help to draw people in, though
this may not be feasible in all situations. Red Kite proposes installing four
information points in St Mary’s Bay, Lydd, Brookland and Appledore.
• Develop and promote a short walking trail from each of the four hubs within the
Fifth Continent Scheme area

Example of interpretive hubs, in Lincolnshire, ARC
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Beach hut as an example of a small information point, ARC

Themed trails
There are already two trail packs available for visitors – a walking pack and a cycling
pack. The packs comprise nine walking trails and five cycling trails. Red Kite
proposes developing a further five themed cycling trails aimed at exploring aspects of
the heritage of Romney Marsh and a series of five short walking trails suitable for
people with mobility impairments and for wheelchair users. These would complement
the existing trails.
Proposed actions
• Develop five themed cycling trails. These should be waymarked where possible
with the Romney Marsh logo. The trails would be accompanied by guides
downloadable from the website. The cycle trails would comprise:
o A pilgrimage route around the churches. This trail links with the Sentinel of the
Marshes project, providing an interpretive tour of the historic churches of
Romney Marsh.
o A literary trail to explore some of the places associated with writers who lived
or worked in the area, including Edith Nesbit and Noel Coward.
o A smugglers’ trail including places to visit that are associated with the history
of smuggling in the area.
o A ‘middle history’ trail for the period 19th to early 20th century history with
interpretation and information on places to visit.
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o A trail with interactive elements specifically designed for families with small
children.
• Develop a series of five short trails suitable for wheelchair users and people with
limited mobility, in partnership with the local access group. The trails would be
accompanied by a trail pack with five trail cards which would be printed and also
made available from the website. These should be developed in consultation with
the local access forum and other relevant disability organisations.
• All trails need to be developed with advice and guidance of conservation managers
to avoid damage to sensitive habitats.
• No new walking trails are recommended. There are already nine trails that explore
many of the most interesting parts of the marshes, which require maintenance by
rights of way officers. Red Kite considers that investment in new trails is best made
in cycle routes and routes specifically targeted at people with impairments and
disabilities.

Existing cycle pack leaflet for Romney Marsh

Panels
The analysis of current interpretation panels revealed the extent that they are located
within Romney Marsh, and their varying condition. Some panels are in good
condition and will last for a few more years, while others are poor and should be
removed or replaced. Many have damaged panels or rotten frames while others are
in reasonable condition, yet the interpretation is outdated.
Ideally, using a common style and approach for all the panels in Romney Marsh
would provide a powerful identity that would be recognisable throughout the area.
However, many of the panels are provided by partner organisations that have their
own design styles. It would be unrealistic, and actually unnecessary, to impose a
style and type of panel on the whole area. It would also be an expensive option,
requiring allocation of a substantial amount of the budget that could otherwise be
used on other, perhaps more effective, interpretation media.
Red Kite’s proposal would be to establish a programme of replacement, upgrading
and refurbishment that would enhance the appearance, quality and interpretive
message of the panels, while making the most effective use of resources. New
panels could be also be used to interpret the panoramas from the top of church
towers and from Dungeness Old Lighthouse.
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Red Kite is not proposing any further new interpretation panels for Romney Marsh.
Panels require regular maintenance and there are often insufficient finances
available to maintain panels in a satisfactory condition. More cost-effective
interpretation can be provided by other means, as recommended in this plan.
Proposed actions
• Standard paragraph and illustration for Romney Marsh
o Prepare a standard text and illustration about Romney Marsh as an
introduction to its location and features that can be used on all panels in area,
including those produced by partner organisations. The text would provide
context to all sites and features within the area, and establish and reinforce an
identity for Romney Marsh. The text should be accompanied by the map and a
‘you are here’ arrow.
• Royal Military Canal (RMC).
o Retain and refurbish the frames and plinths of the panels at Scanlon’s Bridge
(cleaning), Pennypot (cleaning the frame and reprinting and replacing the two
chipped panels), West Hythe (repairing or replacing the wooden edges to the
frame) and West Hythe Dam (cleaning the panel and frame and repainting the
plinth). Reprint the vinyl panels at Stutfall Castle (A view into history) and Port
Lympne (Wildlife on the Canal).
o Replace all existing panels from Falconhurst to the junction of the Rother and
the canal near Rye (6 existing panels, though a further 3 panels are missing)
with new panels in new frames. The re-design should use the John Cann
illustrations for each panel and most of the existing text in a new overall
design for each panel. The artwork for the three missing panels still exists and
these, too, could be re-designed and installed.
o All panels along the canal should have bilingual text – English and French.
• Dungeness National Nature Reserve
o Refurbish, where necessary, all the oak panel frames. Refurbishment would
consist of cleaning and repairing the frames.
o Re-design all panels in the series, re-using the John Cann illustrations, with
new text and standard paragraph about RM and RM map.
o Refurbish the small boundary markers around the NNR by re-designing the A4
panels, using the same artwork, and replacing onto a refurbished vertical
sleeper.
o This work should be undertaken in partnership with Natural England.
• Lydd Town Trail and New Romney ‘A Storm is Raging’
o Reprint onto aluminium panels with vinyl surface, and replace into refurbished
frames. Refurbishment would involve cleaning and re-painting existing timber.
• Maritime Heritage panels at New Romney, Lydd and Dungeness
o Re-furbish these three panels and re-print if necessary. Refurbishment would
involve cleaning the panels and frames. If cleaning is not sufficient then the
panels should be reprinted and replaced into the existing frames.
• Rye Harbour Nature Reserve
o Refurbish and, where necessary replace, all the wooden-framed panels at the
reserve, using existing illustrations where appropriate. Frames constructed
from lower-maintenance materials may be more suitable for the location of the
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panels. This work will need to be funded outside the budget of the Fifth
Continent project.
• Topograph panels
o An appreciation of the landscape of Romney Marsh can best be gained by
seeing it from above. With the landscape being flat there are only a few
locations where this is possible. The view from the lighthouse at Dungeness
reveals the ridges in the shingle and the relationship between the spit and the
marshes inland. There would be similar views from the towers of the churches
around the marshes. Six low cost panels should be produced that illustrate the
panorama from each location, explaining the features in the view. The
locations are Lydd All Saints, Newchurch St Peter and St Paul, New Romney
St Nicholas, Burmarsh All Saints, Ivychurch St George and Dungeness Old
Lighthouse. It may not be possible to fix them permanently on the roofs, but
they could be handheld as illustrations during guided visits. There would also
be opportunity to prepare a panel for Lympne St Stephens church with its view
over the marsh.
o Permissions would need to be obtained from the vicars or wardens of each
these churches before these panels could be produced.
Romney Marsh Visitor Centre
The Visitor Centre is the only visitor facility dedicated to interpretation of the whole of
the Romney Marsh area. The centre has a fine mural at one end that illustrates the
history of Romney Marsh and a series of panels explaining aspects of the marshes
that are now outdated. The centre includes a shop area and a space for temporary
exhibitions from other organisations. There are tables and chairs and light
refreshments are available.
The exhibition panels should be revised with a series of new panels with striking
images and minimal text about Romney Marsh and its distinctive character.
Proposed actions
• Produce a revised exhibition for the visitor centre with four panels containing
striking images of elements of the marshes and minimal text. The panels should be
located mostly on the walls at the southern end of the building under the mural.
There is space also on walls on the west side but care must be taken to locate
them away from the windows. The budget for the panels would include costs for
research, text preparation, design, production and installation of the panels.
Artistic interpretation
There are many places in the area where people can sit and appreciate the view or
simply enjoy the tranquillity of the location. Seats and picnic tables allow people to
rest for while and to contemplate, and make a connection with, the area. The
benches and tables should have interpretive texts and images routed into them that
provide an introduction to the landscape, wildlife or culture of the area.
Red Kite recommends that a selection of seats or picnic tables be installed at
locations around Romney Marsh. Further investigation would need to take place for
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exact locations but likely contenders would be along the coastline at Lydd-on-sea
and Greatstone-on-sea, along the trails at Dungeness and Denge Marsh, along the
Royal Military Canal and along the trails at Rye Harbour Nature Reserve – to be
funded outside of the Fifth Continent Scheme. Red Kite would recommend the
production and installation of five benches and five picnic tables.
The artwork commissioned at New Romney, funded by the IMOS Foundation,
includes evocative illustrations of local scenes, people and wildlife. The pieces help
to develop a sense of place for communities and visitors and highlight some of the
interesting and important features of the area. A budget should be allocated to help
commission new works for other places around Romney Marsh to spread the
initiative more widely.
Proposed actions
• Design, produce and install five benches and five picnic tables with evocative
interpretation about views, features and people of the area. The design and
construction of these could be developed in workshop sessions with a local artist
and involving local communities.
• Source a grant to commission one iconic artistic installation that would help to
encourage a sense of place for the Romney Marsh landscape and its history. The
installation would become a destination point in itself, similar to Maggi Hambling’s
‘Scallop’ at Aldeburgh or Eric Morecambe’s sculpture at Morecambe Bay. This
should be discussed by the partnership and local authorities to determine the best
location but potential sites could include Littlestone-on-Sea, Greatstone-on-Sea or
St Mary’s Bay. These sites are suggested because they are popular with residents
and visitors and are not protected or designated sites.

9.3 Events and activities
Interpretive events and activities
Personal interpretation is one of the most powerful means of explaining places and
concepts. A series of events and activities should be provided by Fifth Continent
Staff, staff of partner organisations by specialist or skilled contractors and by
volunteers that complement their existing events programmes.
Proposed activities
• A Romney Marsh summer festival with traditional activities such as sheep
shearing, local food, local products and creating an artwork.
• Creative workshops for the public including poetry and writing, photography, art,
craft, music, dance and countryside skills.
• Parish teas at the churches on Sundays during summer to attract walkers and
cyclists.
• An extensive guided walks programme run by partners and contractors with a
variety of historic, cultural and environmental themes.
• Work with existing community groups to develop a programme of indoor and
outdoor activities for people with learning difficulties and mental health problems,
or other ‘hard to reach’ groups.
• Work with the Marsh Academy, local history societies and museums to organise
themed reminiscence events and inter-generational activities.
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• Living history dramas and theatrical walks or multi-media events (involving art,
drama, music, dance) where the community are engaged with the production itself
or simply as the audience.
• A programme of guided walks and guided cycle tours.

9.4 Other activities
Oral history project
An activity proposed by the Fifth Continent Steering Group aims to record and
present oral histories gathered by volunteers as part of the ‘New Coastal
Communities Oral History Project’. The Group will work with caravanners and is
considering extending the project to include other people on the Marsh who have
seen change in the landscape as a result of holiday-makers activities, or witnessed
holiday-makers enjoying the area.
Proposed actions
• Purchase appropriate recording equipment for volunteers to use.
• Provide professional training for volunteers.
• Organise and run a series of workshops, recording sessions and other events, run
by volunteers.
• Produce a book as a souvenir of the activity, to be made available to participants
and communities.
Examples of books produced as outputs of similar projects include Somerset Voices
for the county of Somerset, and ‘The Close in Living Memory’ at Hereford Cathedral.
Film and photography workshops
The Fifth Continent Steering Group has a separate budget allocation available to
organise and run a film and photography project involving local communities. The
consultant will investigate possibilities of involving the New Romney Marsh Academy
in the project.
Proposed actions
• Work with the Marsh Academy and others to organise and run film and
photography workshops aimed at developing short films about Romney Marsh, its
history, wildlife and contemporary life. The films would be presented at the summer
festival, schools, the Romney Marsh Visitor Centre, websites and on YouTube.
This activity will be undertaken as part of the newly proposed ‘Fifth Continent on
Film’ project and is therefore not addressed further in this plan.
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9.5 Summary of projects with provisional budget allocation
This is a summary of the projects with columns for the original allocation made in the Stage 1 bid and a cost range for each item. A
more detailed cost analysis appears in Appendix 6.
Romney Marsh interpretation programme
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 13.5

Yrs 3.5+

Stage 1
bid
£

Budget
Yrs 1-3.5
£

Budget
Yrs 3.5+
£

‘Whole site’ interpretation
1

Branding and logo

Develop a distinctive branding
and logo
Design time

All

√

1000.00

2

Decorative frieze

Produce a decorative frieze for
use on panels, leaflets and
other media
Design

All

√

750.00

3

Map

Map of Romney Marsh for use
in panels, leaflets and the
website
Design

All

√

1300.00

4

Website

Work with Peter Faulkner to
further develop the
www.theromneymarsh.net
website
Develop pages of interpretation
Allocate budget for developing
the website Design and text
preparation

All

√

5

Simple leaflet about
Fifth Continent

Produce A4 folded to 1/3 A4
(DL) full colour leaflet on

All

√

10,000.00

10,000.00

3200.00
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Romney Marsh interpretation programme
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 13.5

Yrs 3.5+

Stage 1
bid
£

Budget
Yrs 1-3.5
£

Budget
Yrs 3.5+
£

150gsm environmentally
friendly paper
Text and design
Print 10,000
6

Souvenir guide

Produce A2 folded to A5
interpretive guide printed in full
colour on 115gsm
environmentally friendly paper.
Text and design
Print 10,000

All

√

6500.00

7

Accessible Romney
Marsh guide

Produce A4 to A5 or 1/3 A4
(DL) leaflet printed in full colour
on 150gsm environmentally
friendly paper.
Text and design
Print 5000

All

√

2200.00

8

2x Railway ‘out of
window guides

Produce 2 leaflets, for the Rye
to Ashford line and the RH&D
Railway. A4 folded to 1/3 A4
(DL) printed in full colour on
115gsm environmentally
friendly paper.
Text and design
Printing 5000 each

All

√

8500.00

9

‘Invasion coast’
leaflet

Produce A3 folded to A5 leaflet
printed in full colour on 120gsm
environmentally friendly paper.
Text and design
Print 5000

3

√

3400.00
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Romney Marsh interpretation programme
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 13.5

Yrs 3.5+

Stage 1
bid
£

10

Project leaflets

Produce 2x leaflets for projects
being funded by the LPS –
‘Sentinels in the Marsh’ and
‘Hunt for Romney Port’. A4
folded to 1/3 A4 (DL) Printed in
full colour on 115gsm
environmentally friendly paper.
Text and design
Print 5000 each

3

√

11

Mobile exhibitions –
general

Produce two mobile exhibitions
– one at the start of the project
and the second later as the
project is progressing. 3 double
A1 panels suitable for transport
and erection by one person.
Text and design
Production

All

√

12,100.00

12

Mobile exhibitions –
Sentinels of the
Marsh and Hunt for
Romney Port

Produce two pull-up banner
exhibitions – one for Sentinels
of the Marsh and one for the
Hunt for Romney Port. 2m high
x 1m wide, one banner per
project.
Text and design
Production

3

√

2400.00

13

Temporary A-frame
panels

Produce low cost temporary Aframe panels to explain projects
and site works. 3x timberframed, double-sided A1 size.
Text and design

All

√

3350.00

10,000.00A

Budget
Yrs 1-3.5
£

Budget
Yrs 3.5+
£

5400.00
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Romney Marsh interpretation programme
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 13.5

Yrs 3.5+

Stage 1
bid
£

Budget
Yrs 1-3.5
£

Budget
Yrs 3.5+
£

Production
14

Audio guide

Produce an audio guide for the
Sentinels of the Marsh project.
Production

3

√

Sub-total

50,000.00B

10,000.00

70,000.00

70,100.00

On-site interpretation
15

Gateway signs

Design and install 6x gateway
signage panels on main roads
and other unclassified roads
where appropriate.

All

24,350.00

16

Branded waymarking

Design and produce logo and
branding on polycarbonate disc
or self-adhesive vinyl for use on
waymarkers
Design
Production of 100 discs

All

√

2800.00

17

Visitor interpretation
hubs

Produce and install 4x
interpretation hubs. Each hub
with 3 panels, 2 with RM map
and introduction common to all
4 hubs, plus 1 site-specific
panel for each hub. A1 full
colour panels on timber or
metal posts.
Design
Install

All

√

17,750.00

√
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Romney Marsh interpretation programme
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 13.5

18

Information points

Develop and install 4x
information points in shops,
pubs, churches and cafés.
These will consist of a leaflet
rack, map of RM and a timberframed double-sided A1 Aframe at each site.
Design
Produce and install

All

19

Themed trails

Develop and produce a pack of
5x themed cycle trails for
downloading from the website
Produce a pack of 5x short
walks for people with limited
mobility produced as a printed
pack and as a download
Text and design for 5x cycle
trail downloads, at A4 size.
Text, design and print for 5x
impaired mobility trails in a
pack, at A4 folded to A5.
Print 5000

All

√

20

Standard paragraph
and illustration

Produce paragraph that can be
used with the logo, frieze and
map on panels and other
interpretive media.
Text
Design

All

√

Yrs 3.5+

Stage 1
bid
£

Budget
Yrs 1-3.5
£

Budget
Yrs 3.5+
£
11,350.00

√

40,500.00

C

14,000.00

350.00
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Romney Marsh interpretation programme
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 13.5

Yrs 3.5+

Stage 1
bid
£

Budget
Yrs 1-3.5
£

21

RMC Interpretation
panels refurbishment

Retain and refurbish panels at
Hythe end of RMC
Refurbishment
Reprint and install 2x vinyl
panels

All

22

RMC Interpretation
panels replacement

Remove all panels west of
Falconhurst
Produce 9 new panels using
existing artwork
Text and design
Production and installation

All

23

Dungeness NNR
Interpretation panels
refurbishment and
replacement

Refurbish oak frames
Produce new panels using
existing artwork
Text and design
Production and installation

All

√

9700.00

24

Dungeness NNR
Boundary markers

Produce 10x new A4 panels for
vertical ‘sleeper’ boundary
posts
Text and design
Production and installation

All

√

4200.00

25

Lydd Town Trail
interpretation panels

Refurbish existing frames
Redesign and produce two new
panels using existing artwork
Text and design
Production and installation

All

√

3350.00

26

Maritime Heritage
interpretation panels

Refurbish existing panels at
New Romney, Lydd and
Dungeness

All

√

4500.00

4500.00

√

12,000.00

√

Budget
Yrs 3.5+
£

D

24,600.00
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Romney Marsh interpretation programme
No

Project

Description

Theme

Yrs 13.5

Yrs 3.5+

Stage 1
bid
£

Budget
Yrs 1-3.5
£

Budget
Yrs 3.5+
£

Refurbish
27

Topograph panels

Produce 6x panorama panels
for the views from five churches
and Dungeness Lighthouse. 6x
panels at 400mm high x
1000mm wide in landscape
format on lightweight material
such as Foamex. 2x copies
printed for each church.
Text and design
Production and installation

All

9350.00

28

Benches and picnic
tables

Produce benches and picnic
tables for selected sites.
Allocate budget of £5000 per
item for 5x benches and 5x
picnic tables, of which £1800 is
cost of materials and £3200 is
fee for artist to work with
community and create text,
designs and individual benches
and tables.
Text and design
Production and installation

All

√

50,350.00

29

Romney Marsh Visitor
Centre exhibition

Produce revised exhibition for
the visitor centre with panels
Text and design. 4x panels,
size to be confirmed.
Production and installation

All

√

12,000.00

√
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Romney Marsh interpretation programme
No

30

Project

Description

Artistic installations

Allocate budget for artistic
installations to be produced in
partnership with IMOS
Foundation
Budget

Theme

Yrs 13.5

All

Yrs 3.5+

Stage 1
bid
£

Budget
Yrs 1-3.5
£

Budget
Yrs 3.5+
£
50,000.00

√

52,500.00

68,850.00

171,300.00

Events and activities
31

Programme of events
and activities

Series of events and activities
organised and run by partner
organisations.
Budget allocation to support
activities

All

32

Oral histories project

Training
Purchase recording equipment
Room hire, travel expenses,
posters and fliers
Production of book as souvenir
of the project

3

√

Sub-total
Grand Totals

59,000.00

E

40,000.00

7500.00F

500.00
1000.00
1500.00
9500.00

66,500.00

52,500.00

£189,000.00

£191,450.00

£174,300.00

Stage 1 bid figures
A
This figure is the combined £5000 plus £5000 for promotional materials, pop-up, leaflets and panel for both projects and
publications about church history.
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B

This is a budget that would include audio guide, an app, mobile exhibition, walk around church publications or other publications
for churches as part of the Sentinels of the Marsh.
C
This budget was for guided walks/trails, cycle rides and canoeing.
D
This budget was for signage and interpretation generally.
E
This figure was for ‘events and workshop’.
F
This is a figure was for the ‘New Coastal Communities Oral History Project’.
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10 Monitoring and evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation are crucial parts of the process of planning and
implementing interpretation programmes. They are also the phases that tend to be
given least resources in funding and time. By designing a monitoring and evaluation
programme at the start of the project with clear actions and outputs and then building
in a feedback process that will enhance interpretive provision the process becomes
less onerous and more effective. The objectives listed in Chapter 6 should form the
basis for monitoring, providing a framework of desired outcomes that can be
measured during the evaluation process.
Mechanisms for judging the success of new interpretive initiatives will need to be put
in place and these are proposed below.
The following actions are recommended:
• Pre-testing of new interpretive media
• Monitoring of the use of interpretive media (including use by different audiences
and those with accessibility challenges)
• Evaluation of media
• Evaluation of the interpretive approach as a whole
There are many methods that can be used to undertake each of these activities and
a number are identified below. The list is not exhaustive but indicates some of the
methods that can be employed to take stock of different elements of the interpretive
approach. Wherever possible, pre-change data should be obtained in order to
provide for immediate comparisons and to establish base lines of ‘graphs’ for
continued monitoring and evaluation.

10.1 Pre-testing
Pre-testing is something that many organisations fail to do because ‘deadlines’ are
cited as the need to get things on the ground, or out in the public domain. On the
principle of ‘getting it right, rather than getting it now’, the partnership should test out
new media, from printed material and panels to audio-guides and events, before
committing final expenditure and implementation work. A further benefit of this
approach is in ensuring that the local community is given a chance to feed into the
development process both by commenting and by participating.
In terms of printed and similar material, this process is now simpler and cheaper with
the availability of computer-derived artwork that can be produced inexpensively and
circulated, if testing printed material, or set up with suitable lamination if testing
interpretive text and graphic designs. Reactions can be sought from selected or
random users / viewers, from ‘focus groups’ or otherwise chosen groups of people, or
by other means that ensure wide pre-implementation appraisal and approval.
With any new video or audio tour, sample scripts or ‘sound bites’ should be tested by
visitors over a period to ensure, as far as possible, that they meet visitors’
expectations of a visit to Romney Marsh as well as promoting the project’s
aspirations.
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10.2 Monitoring
Once media are in place, then monitoring their use and / or success can be done in a
variety of ways, often in conjunction with evaluation. For example, the following
largely quantitative checks could be instituted:
• Including QR codes in leaflets, panels and other materials to enable the
project to keep a record of the number of hits on the website, and inviting
comments on the website about the interpretation.
• Maintaining accurate checks of questions asked – and the type of questioners
– as well as of material issued and advice given at visitor centres where these
are in place.
• Maintaining accurate records of printed material distributed and replenished.
• Maintaining accurate records of publications issued and / or sold, audio tours
issued and / or sold, and comments made (many audio units now incorporate
a comprehensive level of monitoring automatically, with feedback available on,
for example, length of time used and areas of particular interest).
• Maintaining records of contact with members of the public expressing an
interest in Romney Marsh, by origin and profile of visitor.
• Making observation of visitors’ use, behaviour, time spent etc when viewing
interpretation.
• Making observation of visitors’ use of graphic and printed material.
• Maintaining records of number of visitors during special events.
• Making systematic counts of website hits.
• Monitoring and analysis of the use of Facebook and Twitter sites, and of
comments posted on Trip Adviser.

10.3 Evaluation
The more time-consuming and, therefore, costly, aspects of the work of appraising
success are those that involve qualitative research, which can include:
• Face-to-face interviewing of visitors (and non-visitors) using the external
interpretation and / or attending events / activities or guided walks / tours.
• Distribution of questionnaires for self-completion.
• Use of focus groups, private and public meetings etc.
• Analysis of questions asked and answered (or not) by visitors.
• Analysis of unsolicited written communications by email, letter or otherwise.
• Retention of visitor data for future marketing use.
Pre-testing, monitoring and evaluation provides essential data and anecdotal material
that informs the interpretive approach and guides it throughout its implementation. It
is recommended that the partnership dedicates appropriate time and resources to the
evaluation process in order to determine those initiatives that are successful in
developing and maintaining the audience for interpretation as a whole. This will help
to ensure that resources are effectively targeted.
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Appendix 1 Consultees

Abbi Bamping
Barry Yates
Briony Kapoor
Catherine Farr
David Illsley
Ewa Prokop
Jo Dear
Joe Gluck
Liz Grant
Martin Randall
Owen Leyshon
Paul Hadaway
Peter Faulkner
Sarah Loftus
Spencer Goddard

Natural England
Sussex Wildlife Trust
IMOS Foundation
Kent Wildlife Trust
Shepway District Council
Kent Wildlife Trust
Natural England
Kent Wildlife Trust
Kent Wildlife Trust
RSPB
Romney Marsh Countryside Project
Kent Wildlife Trust
www.theromneymarsh.net
Tourism consultant
Marsh Academy
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Appendix 2 Summary of consultee responses
Summary of consultation responses
What are the main interests in Romney Marsh?
The coastal strip is very important – it has a particular audience.
Dymchurch is a traditional seaside resort with caravans, holiday village. There is a growing interest in
local history, artists (Paul Nash).
Dungeness has anglers, artists, photographers, etc. It is quite mixed. Important for wildlife, kite surfing,
etc.
RMVC – Shepway owns the land. It is accessible but it’s difficult to walk from there to other places.
The road is busy so cycling is not pleasant. It would be great to walk alongside the railway. It is his aim
for greater access into the marsh from the VC.
There is not a lot to do for middle aged people in RM.
RM is a very special place – history, nature, painting (good light)
There is a big problem with unemployment in the area.
RM needs to be celebrated – this is lacking.
This is a good area for growing food. Wages are low so encouraging people to grow their own food is
very beneficial.
Being outside is good for mental and physical health.
A lot of people don’t eat well – simple foods are good.
The RMVC garden is organic – demonstrates companion farming. They demonstrate animal homes
around the garden.
Before 2006 there were 8 different SSSIs scattered around RM but these were amalgamated into one.
They are important for their biodiversity and also for their geomorphology and archaeology. The
geomorph shows how the area has changed through natural processes over a relatively short time
(5000 years).
Away from the coast and from Dungeness there are pockets of grazing marsh with good bird interest.
There is some divide between the coast and the grazing marsh areas.
There is good access to the coast with nice small roads inland that are not used much by visitors –
good for cycling.
The canal is a hidden gem with good biodiversity.
‘Monitoring of the Marsh’ project is included in the bid. ‘Shingle on the cusp’ is being implemented now
in the first phase of the HLF project.
NE would support including Rye Harbour NR and Pett Level in the bid.
Many farms are in farm stewardship schemes which keeps the land in more traditional management.
Re-introduction of short haired bumble bees
RM is a proposed Ramsar site. Need to work closely with the RM area IDB
The RMVC acts as a TIC for RM, introducing RM to a wide audience and encouraging them to stay
longer and spend more money. The RMVC champions local services and provides information about
them. The RMVC is a creative hub for the marsh, and helps to explain its wildlife and other interests.
Impressions of area as a resident
Communities are wonderful – friendly, supportive. Newchurch is very supportive. 30% of houses are
let to people who live and work in the area – young families in village.
Dymchurch has a lot of Londoners, some of whom have been here a long time.
New Romney is urban and very friendly. Shopkeepers remember you!
There is a high level of illiteracy on RM.
The sea wall at Dymchurch stops people easily seeing the sea. Further west at Greatstone the land is
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higher.
There needs to be more places to park, and more places to walk and enjoy the area.
What interpretation is currently produced about RM?
Lydd Town Museum has exhibitions and collection – eclectic. There is a guide to Lydd (Lydd
Partnership).
The RMVC has exhibitions, which are now a bit dated, though it runs events and activities. It helps to
grow commercial interests of the area. The VC is a ‘signposting’ centre, providing information about
the area – what’s on, routes, local knowledge, places for kids to come to. It is a place for art and
greetings cards, café with local produce and gifts. It is not really a place to have a walk – too noisy
close to the road. The VC hosts travelling exhibitions.
The www.theromneymarsh.net website.
Rye Harbour Nature Reserve
Panels on RMC – Pett Level, Winchelsea, Smeaton’s Harbour.
Ancient wreck – the Ann – panel on sea wall
SWT panel at Camber Castle.
Mary Stanford Lifeboat – there is a memorial in Rye Harbour Church.
Other boards around the reserve
5 hides.
Websites – Wild Rye – now incorporated into SWT website
RX wildlife – still exists
Ryeharbour.net
SWT has a programme of guided walks, especially for starters, but also for serious birders (but these
always attract the same people)
SWT hosts primary schools and other young people’s groups – 20-30 schools a year, but there is no
indoor space and no toilets. They are getting a new VC.
What do you think are the main stories to tell about RM?
Evolution of the marsh as a landform.
Wildlife of the area.
Military history.
Religion and churches.
Farming.
RM seed – clover in particular
Cinque ports
Artists and authors
Film location
Fishing heritage Life boats
Sound mirrors
Firing ranges
Napoleonic forts
Stutfall Castle
Lydd Radar Station – Marconi story
Pluto, D-Day invasion, section of Mulberry Harbour off shore.
Full-sized inflatable tanks – Tom’s got a book on this
Aeronautical museum
Ivychurch near Hope All Saints – in church farming tools
Pubs and Inns – lots have closed
Lookers’ huts – sheep ahoy project
Wool products – Christina Bolden, RM Wools with lanolin based products
Aldington
Romney tweed – wool from RM produced in Yorkshire and designed by students at Central St
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Martin’s. Set up looms on the Marsh
Potatoes – could interpret more
Export of clover and grass seeds all over the world
Turf
Seaside tourism – Romney sands, holiday camps, children’s paradise
Camber Castle
Food and vineyard trail – Ashford DC – increasing in the area. Chapel Down Vineyard
Lydd Airport – part of the history of the area. There are impacts on wildlife and tourism. Car
transporters. Silver City Airlines.
Angling – sea fishing popular.
Power stations – discharge of cooling water attracts birds.
Dungeness lighthouses – one became too inland so built second.
Shingle shows storms from the past – can be seen
England Coast Path passes through area.
Migration route for birds – good stopping off point
Medicinal leaches, horsehair worms
Beech defences – flood defence. Continuous moving of shingle back to the power station.
Derek Jarman
Stealth house – no gutters.
Potatoes – RM famous for its potatoes
Sheep
Samphire, sea kale
Wildflowers, foraging, edible perennials
Special habitats.
Broad spectrum of habitats and wildlife.
Bird movements across the area – gravel pits and then fields. The movement changes.
Huge length of ditches – can be very good habitats
Agricultural land is now arable
Sheep grazing is part of the Stewardship in Walland Marsh.
Romney Marsh Wool – company.
Development of the whole area – natural and man-made, and military.
Trees – hollies, sky, willows
Spiritual experiences
You can cycle around and get lost
There are 20k people, 50k sheep in 60k acres
Grade A agricultural land
Shingle
People – characters, and supportive
Romney Marsh made its own money
Authors – AS Byatt, Rudyard Kipling
Character – quiet, you can be yourself, unselfconscious
People with strange and compelling hobbies – model aeroplanes, train enthusiasts, fishing, old cars,
antique motorbikes, bikers, walkers
People are very friendly
Passing of the seasons, poetry and spirit
Literature, art and churches
Stars
Changing coastlines – man’s impact and natural processes. The land now is at different levels
according to when shingle was deposited from the sea. What will happen in the next 100 years?
History – particularly military history and how it has impacted on the landscape and the coastline.
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Rye harbour is managed for 200 rare and endangered species.
Vegetated shingle
Wetland – SWT has recreated 20ha of reedbed – now with returning species including bittern and one
errant pair of purple heron. Avocet common. They are now creating islands for ground nesting birds.
Drainage is very efficient – the ditches are good for wildlife including water voles, marsh frog.
Little Cheyne Court has recreated large reedbed area on Walland Marsh
There is a strong wetland connectivity story – many wetland sites connected by waterways/ditches –
RMC, Rother, Breed, ditches, from Pett Levels to Dungeness and beyond.
SSSI, SPA (extension about to be launched)
Roman impact
WW2
Invasion coast
Pett Level deliberately flooded in WW2
Ranges at Lydd
The beaches – superb sandy beaches with no groins on 3 mile stretch of flat sand.
History – the development of RM and the buildings. It is an invasion coast with a history from Vikings
to the French.
Dungeness.
Sheep, sheep farming, lookers huts
Rats and the plague – and how it impacted on people and the landscape.
Coastal – undeveloped coast with reasonable access. Recreational coast.
Agriculture, with sheep.
Network of ditches.
Reeds
You can walk along easy beaches.
People explore by car – but it’s ideal for public transport and cycling.
Long distance paths end in the area – make more use of this access into RM
Coastal and agricultural. Tranquil with big skies, flat and very fertile. Romney Marsh sheep.
Who do you think are the main audiences for RM?
People mostly go to the coastal strip and don’t venture into the marsh. They can be gathered at
Dymchurch. There is a panel at Dungeness station.
Young people
Adults with learning difficulties
Unemployed
Families
Young people on work experience
Lloyds bank training days – they are very enthusiastic
NPower and Colleys do work days
Visitors to Dungeness
Birdwatchers
Sense of this being a living, working area
Rye Harbour – some birdwatchers but lots of dogwalkers
Kite Surfers
Cyclists and walkers.
Regular daily birdwatchers.
RM is very good for cyclists, with Sustrans routes.
Visitors to the VC are generally middle-aged to early retired, middle class, with time to visit and enjoy
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places. They understand culture and know something already about the area. Some are caravaners
(some of whom cause problems). Visitors to events include grandparents/grandchildren keen to do
activities together. There are also many families.
The use of www.theromneymarsh.net website shows the following %age hits:
18% home
5% visitors
2.5% villages
2.3% history
2.2% what’s on
1.8% community
1.7% historic buildings
1.5% Greatstone
1.4% see and do
1.3% Places to stay
1.2% historic churches
What activities and events do you know take place in RM?
There are pilgrimage trails – St Augustine’s Trail (Ramsgate to Canterbury). There are opportunities to
make links between Canterbury and the medieval churches on the Marsh.
RMVC has activities programmes.
What interpretation would you like to be produced for RM?
Interpretation of damage caused by people going off road – very vulnerable to damage.
How RM formed over time
Huge range of life-forms – moulds to birds
Using maps and aerial photos
Getting the message over about sensitive habitats
Keen on CGI of RM
Vantage points / churches – yes, good.
The rail trip from Rye to Ashford is a good way to see the marshes – it is possible to stop off at towns
to see the churches.
The wider story of coastal wetlands.
The story of the whole RM and wider area – churches.
RSPB hides – there are more at Rye and Pett Levels.
CGI interpretation of the dynamics of the coastline over time to show its evolution.
Churches, local history, wildlife, and things that are happening today, not just history.
More connection with the community, including activities for people, history/heritage interpretation,
with exhibition and artefacts.
Need updated displays in the RMVC, which should be a place where people can shout about what
they are good at. KWT wants repeat visitors.
Visitors want more interpretation of the coast, places to go and see, a good map of RM, food and the
coast.
The churches leaflet is very popular – people take it as a souvenir.
Interpretation can take people beyond themselves.
It is important to do activities with young people. The Marsh Academy does inter-generational
activities already that area very successful. They do ‘mensheds’ where people over 55 come together
with young people on projects such as shabby-chic furniture. Older gardeners are doing work on WW2
produce with the aim of producing a recipe book.
Any activity that brings people together is good.
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What is the economic importance of RM for the region? What contributes to quality of life for
local residents?
Inland from coastal strip there is some economic activity – agricultural.
Lydd Airport has approval for runway extension and expansion of buildings. Could lead to 200-300
new jobs. It is likely to go ahead.
There is concern about the closure of the power stations. It has been a big part of the economy for 40
years. One is closing now, the other in 2028.
RHDR bought café next to station at Hythe as a VC.
Dymchurch is doing an economic development plan – string of ideas. EH Martello Tower – wanting to
open up and to improve its appearance.
Tourism is very important for Rye and the wider area.
There is a caravan site audience – the site residents use Rye Harbour NR, and the site uses the
reserve in its marketing but give nothing to the reserve.
Potentially great but must realise that while there are many places of interest in RM there is not a lot to
do there. There is increasing use of features and attractions but decrease in amount of
accommodation.
What are your thoughts about the identity of RM? Is there value in organisations presenting
RM as an identifiable unit with a cohesive story?
There is not much information/interpretation about RM as a whole. The RMVC tries to capture the
marsh. The RM flag is helping, plus leaflets, cycling pack, Dymchurch Heritage group.
There is not much made of RM as a whole.
People are trying to do more – flag, website
Dymchurch and District Heritage Group is good – doing more interpretation
Transport is bad – older people can feel very isolated.
It should be Romney Marshes – not Romney Marsh, as it includes Walland Marsh and Denge Marsh.
There is diversity around – woodlands on the edge.
There is no clear identity for RM for those people who know nothing about it.
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Appendix 3 Interpretation panel audit forms
Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.15

Broomhill Sands Car Park panel
Location/Grid Ref
Welcome to Camber
Broomhill Sands Car Park
TQ 97864 18307

Type
Tourism Panel

Produced by
Rother District Council

Easy to see?
Yes, in car park

First impressions
Good quality panel in wooden mount with map of area.
Condition?
Good. The wooden frame is sound, without any splits and the panel itself is unmarked.
Themes covered
Places you can visit in Camber, walking and cycling, wildlife and tourist information. Limited factual
interpretation of the place and its features.
Related to Romney Marsh?
No, just Camber. This is a tourist information panel for Camber.
Stories told
Formation of dunes, history of Camber, threat of weaver fish. Things you can do in Camber area.
Wildlife you can see. Walking and cycling routes.
Design
OK. Good map, but no illustrations and no images of features, people or wildlife. It is strange to use
yellow for a danger warning.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
OK but too much text. There is no RM dimension.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
No illustrations or photos. Good map of Camber.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
No. It just tells you where you can go and what to see.
Links/access to other information?
Tourist information links.
Contact details?
Rother DC
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Needs some interpretation of the area – windfarm, beach (access difficult now as work being done on
flood defence). This part of RM is interesting, as a link between the touristy Camber and Dungeness.
There is certainly opportunity for better interpretation.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
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Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
No mention of, or connection with, Dungeness NNR or other sites.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.15

Broomhill Sands CP Environment Agency
Location/Grid Ref
Broomhill Sands CP Environment Agency
TQ 97901 18303
Produced by
EA

Type
Panel
Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Nice looking panel with good layout.
Condition?
Good. The panel appears to be fairly new.
Themes covered
The enhancement of flood defence along the coast at Camber.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Not really, other than that the work will protect RM from inundation.
Stories told
Flood defence and the work that EA is doing to protect the coast from flooding.
Design
Good. It is clear and has good photos.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
The text is too technical for an average visitor. It explains the work EA is doing.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Photos are OK.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
It just explains the work of EA at Camber.
Links/access to other information?
No other links.
Contact details?
EA
Opportunities for future interpretation?
There could be interpretation of the value of protecting the coast from flooding – why, how and the
challenges of the future. The coast has always been prone to flooding but there is none of this context
or the special qualities of the RM landscape that it is protecting.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?

Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
No connection with other sites in the area.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.2015

Dungeness Lighthouse
Location/Grid Ref
Dungeness Lighthouse
TR 088 170

Type
Panel

Produced by
Dungeness Lighthouse

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Very attractive panel with illustration of lighthouse and text in four languages. No hierarchy of
interpretation with headings and different font sizes.
Condition?
Very good.
Themes covered
History of lighthouses on Dungeness.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
The first lighthouse was built in 1615. Subsequent lighthouses were closer to the sea as more shingle
was washed onto the shore. This lighthouse was built in 1901 and is the highest in the UK. The fifth
lighthouse is situated about half a mile away.
Design
Attractive design.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
There is a clear message about the lighthouse and its role in warning sailors of the dangers of the
coast.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good images and illustrations.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes. The text is a bit long but it is interesting. Very good to have it translated into four languages.
Links/access to other information?
No
Contact details?
Yes. The Old Lighthouse, Dungeness.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
It would be interesting to link this more with the landscape and history of RM.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
There is no link to other places in the area that people can visit.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.15

Dungeness NNR panels – various locations
Location/Grid Ref
Denge Marsh ARC car park
TR 06320 19716

Type
2 Panels

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
2 panels as introduction to Dungeness NNR. Very attractive wooden frames with inset panels
Panel 1 – provides introduction with map and illustrations of wildlife
Panel 2 – provides an illustrated scene of the gravel pits and an explanation of the importance of the
habitat for wildlife.
The frames are very robust, made of oak. The panels are attractive but difficult to read as there is no
hierarchy of text and no subheadings. The arrangement of the text is strange as the final paragraphs
provide an introduction to the site. Good illustrations. Not easily accessible for people with visual
impairment with white text on a busy illustration, and not enough contrast.
Condition?
Good. Oak frame and legs cracking somewhat but this is just natural ageing of the timber.
Themes covered
Dungeness NNR is a special place.
Legacy of gravel extraction.
Fragile habitat and also a place where people live.
Visit other places such as the RSPB reserve while you are here.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
Introduction to landscape and wildlife.
Design
ARC. Looks good.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good illustrations – John Cann.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Good introduction – but the interpretation of the place is quite poor. There is a description of the place
and how the gravel pits have been turned to nature reserve but little explanation of its features and
interests.
Links/access to other information?
Good Map. Not many other links to information.
Contact details?
RSPB and RMCP
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The illustrations and overall design are good but there is very little interpretation of Dungeness. Keep
the frames but change the panels.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
The panels promote other sites within the immediate area.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.2015

Dungeness Lydd on Sea
Location/Grid Ref
Lydd on Sea car park
TR 08483 20787
Produced by
RMCP

Type
Panel
Easy to see?

First impressions
One of a series of panels for Dungeness NNR.
Panel 1 – similar to others in the series, with substantial oak frame and hand drawn illustration.
Illustration and text attractively presented. The text is not excessive. Overall, nice presentation.
Panel 2n – same as other panels in series – Welcome to Dungeness Nature Reserve.
Condition?
Good overall condition though both need cleaning.
Themes covered
Shingle beach
Wildlife
Plants of the shore
Sound mirrors
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
Vegetation growing in bands on the shingle ridges formed by the sea.
Look out for oystercatchers
Sea Kale
Nearby sound mirrors
Legacy of gravel extraction – with breeding sea birds
Visit the RSPB reserve
Design
Attractive design with illustration by John Cann.
Panel 2 looking dated.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes – Dungeness and the shingle.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Nice illustrations from John Cann.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes, it interprets the beach that is just in front of the panels.
Links/access to other information?
No
Contact details?
It gives contact details for the RSPB nature reserve and the RMCP.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
It promotes the RSPB nature reserve.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.2015

Dungeness NNR near end Railway station
Location/Grid Ref
Dungeness NNR near end, close to Railway
Station.
TR 088 170

Type
2 interpretation panels

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
2 panels as introduction to the Dungeness NNR. Very attractive wooden frames with inset panels.
Panel 1 – high quality wooden frame with hand drawn illustration of the railway and good text. The
heading is Dungeness National Nature Reserve but the illustration is of a train! This is potentially
confusing.
Panel 2 – high quality wooden frame with ‘welcome to Dungeness NNR’. This panel is identical to the
one at Denge Marsh ARC car park and one further north east along the coast from here.
Condition?
Overall good but with deep scratch across some of the text on the railway panel that has scored
through the vinyl cover.
Themes covered
The RHDR
The distinctive houses.
The two nuclear power stations.
Wildlife that can be seen in the old gravel pits.
One of the largest areas of vegetated shingle in Europe
A place where people live and work
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
The RHDR was built in 1928 by a railway enthusiast, bringing tourists to the area.
The distinctive houses, some of which were railway carriages.
The two nuclear power stations – one decommissioned while the other still working.
The legacy of gravel extraction, which attracts seabirds and wildfowl.
Dungeness is a place where people live and work – please respect it
Design
Attractive design with illustration by John Cann and few words!
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Minimal text. Very little interpretation of the NNR.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Very attractive illustration of the train – though it’s strange to have this under the title ‘National Nature
Reserve’. Nice illustrations of wildlife.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
No, not really. The title is NNR but it says very little about it. The message in the panel is not clear.
The welcome panel has information but not much interpretation.
There is no really clear structured approach to interpreting the NNR. This is a very rare habitat of
national importance. It is also of maritime significance and also has two nuclear power stations. It
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doesn’t explain the context well.
Links/access to other information?
Includes ‘For more information contact the RMCP…’
Contact details?
Contact details of RMCP.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Maybe more interpretation of the NNR! Keep the frames but change the panels.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
The panel includes information on other sites within RM.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.15

Dungeness NNR RSPB
Location/Grid Ref
Dungeness ARC car park TR 06320 19716

Type
Panel

Produced by
RSPB

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
This is an orientation panel for the RSPB reserve. Very cluttered design. Too many individual panels.
Too much text and no space. No margins around text and photos. It is not inviting to read. Charging
information and contact details for the local RSPB offices have been updated with taped-on pieces of
paper. This is poor quality.
Condition?
Good condition. Probably not very old. Amended information is in very poor condition.
Themes covered
Introduction to the RSPB reserve, with map and general information
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes. This is about the RSPB reserve.
Stories told
Introduction to the RSPB reserve, places you can visit, things you can do and wildlife that you might
be able to see.
Design
Poor design with multiple panels in a wooden frame.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Text is about orientation in the RSPB reserve.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Photos and map are of the reserve.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
It tells visitors where to go and what they can see there. There is very little interpretation.
Links/access to other information?
Information about the reserve and logos of other organisations working in the area.
Contact details?
Contact details of RSPB – on slip of paper taped onto the panel.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
This panel could be greatly improved. It is far too large for its purpose and could be much simpler and
less intrusive in the landscape. With the NNR panels located nearby there is probably no need for
further interpretation of the site by RSPB.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
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It describes trails and the RSPB nature reserve.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 2015-09-25

Dungeness NNR small vertical panels
Location/Grid Ref
Series of panels in Greatstone

Type
Small interpretation panel

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Small panel with minimal interpretation but looking rather shabby.
Condition?
Shabby post but panels OK.
Themes covered
Intro to Dungeness.
Respect local people’s privacy.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
Largest area of shingle in Europe.
Respect the privacy of local people.
NNR has been notified as SSSI.
Design
OK. Text hard to see on motley green background.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good illustration of Sea Kale by John Cann.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
More information than interpretation.
Links/access to other information?
No
Contact details?
Yes, for RMCP.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Renew with better interpretation. Good size for scattering around the area.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
No
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.2015

RSPB Visitor Centre Dungeness
Location/Grid Ref
RSPB Reserve Dungeness

Type
Visitor centre with entrance orientation panels
and exhibition.

Produced by
RSPB

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Modern building with gabion entrance screens, set at the edge of the car park. It looks attractive and
inviting.
Condition?
Everything is in good condition. The orientation panel in the car park is recent but is looking scruffy
with one panel replaced with handwritten information on the closing time of the car park.
Themes covered
History of birdwatching on Dungeness. The life of a pebble on the beach. Photos of the Dungeness
area.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes.
Stories told
A century of birdwatching at Dungeness. The history of conservation of Dungeness. The early RSPB
wardens and some of the birds that pass through the area.
Design
Attractive design and good photos.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes, about birdwatching and conservation on Dungeness. There is not much interpretation about the
reserve.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good photos and illustrations.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
No. There is little interpretation of the geography and ecology of Dungeness. Why do we want to know
about early birdwatchers? I would like to know about the wildlife of the nature reserve. The ‘pebbles’
panel is good interpretation of the dynamic coastline.
Links/access to other information?
There is information available – leaflets etc – for other places in the area.
Contact details?
RSPB
Opportunities for future interpretation?
It would be good to have some interpretation of the site.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
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There is information on the other sites in the Dungeness area.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.2015

RSPB Visitor Centre Welcome panel
Location/Grid Ref
Car park of RSPB reserve, Dungeness

Type
Interpretation panel

Produced by
RSPB

Easy to see?
Yes, at edge of car park

First impressions
Looking rather old and scruffy. Outdated design with lots of panels within a mouldy wooden frame.
One panel replaced with handwritten notice on car park closing time.
Condition?
Poor. Wood is mouldy in places and whole is looking outdated.
Themes covered
Wildlife at Dungeness. Management at Dungeness.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes.
Stories told
The reserve is home to a large number of species. Many breeding species. The variety of species and
some of their names. Many are nationally and internationally important, but there is no information on
why they are important.
The reserve is managed for wildlife.
Design
Very poor design – cluttered, with no space and no margins around the text and photos.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Very boring text listing wildlife but giving no explanation about it. There is a message about conserving
wildlife on RM.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
OK photos of wildlife species.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
No, it just lists what you might see.
Links/access to other information?
Map of the site but no other information.
Contact details?
Address of RSPB taped onto the panel.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Great opportunity for interpretation of the wildlife of the reserve.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
There is a map of the area but no information about other places you can visit.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.2015

Hope All Saints Church near New Romney
Location/Grid Ref
Hope, all saints church
TR 04802 25741

Type
Interp panel

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Minimalist and inviting to read. Tells a lot about the marsh in a small space. Single ‘sleeper’ takes up
little space. Looks like it’s been there for ten years but still in good condition. Foamex panel could be
better as aluminium.
Condition?
Reasonable for age. Panel itself could benefit from replacement.
Themes covered
The decline and abandonment of the church at Hope due to the effects of the Black Death and malaria
in reducing the population on RM.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes, an important aspect of RM history.
Stories told
Many churches and settlements were abandoned on RM during the later Middle Ages, due to the
Black Death and the reduced need for labour as land was converted from growing crops to pasture.
The isolated church was used as a favourite meeting place for smugglers.
Design
Good design with John Cann illustration, attached to a vertical sleeper.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good illustration and site plan.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes.
Links/access to other information?
No, but not much space.
Contact details?
RMCP
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Not a particularly interesting site. Could have a geocaching thing here. Doesn’t warrant much larger
panel.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
Isolated site. One off panel. No links to other sites. Could have other panels like this.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

Hythe Heritage Trail – Hythe Scanlon’s Bridge
Location/Grid Ref
Hythe Station – Hythe Heritage Trail Scanlon’s
Bridge

Type
Interpretation panel

TR 15358 34724
Produced by
??

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Rather old fashioned. Looks a bit ‘down at heel’.
Condition?
Looking faded and old although the text and images are still clear.
Themes covered
Hythe and the Royal Military Canal during WW2. The railway taken over to supply troops at
Dungeness. PLUTO and the supply of fuel to the war in France.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Not really, though talks about the RMC
Stories told
Armoured train being used during WW2 on the RHD railway.
Pluto – the pipeline supplying France during WW2.
The sound mirror installed to listen for enemy aircraft.
Design
OK, but looking rather dated.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Text is good and engaging about Hythe during WW2, not about RM.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good illustrations by John Cann. Old photos from WW2.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
It’s not about what you can see but it interprets some of the history of Hythe.
Links/access to other information?
No links to other information or interpretation.
Contact details?
No
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The interpretation could be updated with a new design, though strictly it is outside the study area.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
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and unique area?
Not connected with interpretation of RM. Other sites along the canal are mentioned.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

Hythe Station map panel
Location/Grid Ref
Hythe Station
TR 15349 34701

Type
Interpretation panel

Produced by
Shepway District

Easy to see?
On wall of station – could easily have missed it as
partly behind a post. Difficult to access as dustbin
and tourist panel block the route to the panel.

First impressions
Looks nice – good map of Hythe area
Condition?
Good – sheltered situation
Themes covered
History of Hythe and its harbour
Things to see and do in Hythe
Related to Romney Marsh?
No. The panel is just about Hythe.
Stories told
Historical topics – the harbour, etc
Design
Nice design – clear and attractive (Phil)
Text – is there a clear RM message?
No. This is a map and text about Hythe.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Very good map and other illustrations
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
It interprets Hythe, not the station
Links/access to other information?
No
Contact details?
TIC and RHD Railway visitor centre.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Probably not
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
Not really relevant to RM as outside the area. Much more relevant for Hythe. Provides information
about places to see in Hythe.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.15

Johnson’s Corner memorial
Location/Grid Ref
Johnson’s Corner
TR 00235 31794

Type

Produced by
Not clear who it is produced by

Easy to see?
Yes, by junction

Memorial panel

First impressions
Memorial plaque with explanatory panel
Condition?
Memorial good, panel a bit run-down but information is readable.
Themes covered
The story of the B17 coming down near the village in 1944.
Related to Romney Marsh?
No, though the plane came down in the marsh outside the village.
Stories told
How the pilot had brought the bomber back to UK after being damaged and then ditching it in the
marsh after the crew had ejected so it didn’t hit the village. The pilot was killed.
Design
Not designed!
Text – is there a clear RM message?
No, though the story relates to a community at the edge of RM.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Photos of the plane and crew
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Not really an interpretation panel – more a memorial to the pilot who died.
Links/access to other information?
No
Contact details?
No
Opportunities for future interpretation?
More could be made of this story, with illustrations or photographs of the plane and crew. It would link
with the WW2 stories at Hythe.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
Potential links with the WW2 stories at Hythe, the RHD railway and the sound mirror.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.2015

Lydd Church panel
Location/Grid Ref
Lydd Church panel
TR 042 209

Type
Interpretation panel

Produced by
Maritime Kent and East Sussex ??

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Attractive panel with mouldy wooden frame and translation into three other languages. Nice images
but too much text.
Condition?
Panel and frame mouldy. Needs cleaning and some maintenance.
Themes covered
History of Lydd
Garrison town.
Part of the Cinque Ports
Smuggling
Parish church – ‘Cathedral of the Marsh’
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
The ancient town of Lydd is a limb of the neighbouring Cinque Port of New Romney. Since the late
nineteenth century it has been a garrison town. The town was the centre of smuggling in 18th and
19th centuries. The church is the longest in Kent.
Design
Attractive design with old photos of military use and the church.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
The message is about Lydd.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good photos of Lydd area and map of the English and French coasts.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
It interprets some of the history of Lydd.
Links/access to other information?
No.
Contact details?
Yes. The RHD Railway.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
It would be good to interpret the town and church as you can see it today.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
This is part of the town trail but there is no mention of other sites or trails.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.2015

Lydd Town Trail
Location/Grid Ref
Lydd Town Trail – centre of Lydd
TR 042 209

Type
Interpretation panel – double sided

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes – in the centre of the village

First impressions
Attractive panel but in poor condition. Nice John Cann illustration.
Side 1 – introduction to the trail and interpretation of Lydd as a military base.
Side 2 – map of Lydd.
Condition?
Frame legs rotting at the base. Panel is heavily scored on both sides and in need of replacement.
Themes covered
The testing of man-lifting kites during WW1.
Saxon origins of the town
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes. This is the main map for the town trail.
Stories told
Lydd was a busy military town and a training centre for the development of man-lifting kites for
observation of the fall of shells. It was also used to test explosive picric acid, now known as Lyddite.
Information on the route of the town trail.
The Saxon origins of the town on the shore and the movement of the coast with accumulation of
shingle. Fighting off marauding Danes and the developing sea defences as a member of the Cinque
Ports. Later, the town was involved in smuggling activity.
An introduction to Samuel Cody, chief kite adviser to the British Army and pioneering aviator.
French translation.
Design
Attractive design – looking slightly outdated now.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes. Messages about Lydd and its military history.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good illustration of kite flying and clear and attractive map of Lydd on side 2.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
It interprets some of the history of Lydd.
Links/access to other information?
Yes. Information from the RMCP.
Contact details?
RMCP.
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Opportunities for future interpretation?
The panel needs replacement. It would be better to have interpretation of what you can see in Lydd
rather than part of its history that you can’t see.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?

Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
A good introduction and map for the town trail. No information about other sites in RM.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.2015

New Romney Storm
Location/Grid Ref
New Romney Storm, near church

Type
Interpretation panel

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Attractive panel but damaged by scoring and with mouldy wooden frame.
Condition?
Poor. Panel surface is scored and has mould on the surface. The wooden frame is very mouldy.
Themes covered
The great storm of 1287 and its impact on New Romney.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes.
Stories told
The storm of 1287 filled in the natural harbour, blocking access to the open sea.
New Romney has been challenged by many invasions and threats over the centuries. It was also a
hotbed of smuggling.
Design
Very attractive design with illustration by John Cann.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
The message is about New Romney and its history.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Very good illustration of the storm.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes. It is close to the church and the illustration shows a similar view.
Links/access to other information?
More information from the RMCP.
Contact details?
RMCP
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Replace the panel. Use the same illustration but improve the text. Set into a more long lasting frame.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
Mentions the town trail leaflet which has information on other sites on the trail.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.2015

Appledore Bridge RMC. ‘Life in the Wet Lane’.
Location/Grid Ref
Appledore Bridge
‘Life in the Wet Lane’

Type
Panel

TQ 96779 29182
Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes? From path.

First impressions
God but, like many others, in need of maintenance.
Condition?
Faded and in need of a clean up.
Themes covered
The wildlife of the RMC
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
Emperor dragonfly, grey heron and kingfisher on the RMC. Marsh frogs introduced from Hungary. A
brief history of the RMC.
Design
Good design (SDB Rutt) but looking a bit dated.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Good text about the wildlife of the RMC.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Very good John Cann illustrations.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Good interpretation of the wildlife of the canal and RM.
Links/access to other information?
No
Contact details?
Contact details for RMCP.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Needs upgrading. The whole series along the canal needs updating, maybe using the same
illustrations but within a new design and frame.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
No mention of other sites within RM or along the canal.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.15

Bridge Farm, Warehorne. RMC. ‘Digging the Ditch’.
Location/Grid Ref
Bridge Fm, Warehorne, RMC
‘Digging the Ditch’
TQ 9910 3205

Type
Panel

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Rather run down, in need of a clean and some maintenance. Faded but with nice illustrations and text.
Condition?
Moderate / poor condition and in need of repair and upgrading.
Themes covered
The building of the canal. The navvies who built the canal.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
How the canal was designed to be built in one year but took much longer due to bad weather. The
military then took it over and finished it in 1809. The role of navvies in digging the canal. The problems
for villagers in having navvies in their midst!
Design
Nice design with good illustrations. Looking dated now.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Good text. Good explanation.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Very nice illustrations by John Cann.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes.
Links/access to other information?
RMCP
Contact details?
RMCP
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Needs upgrading. The whole series along the canal needs updating, maybe using the same
illustrations but within a new design and frame.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
There is no mention of other sites within RM.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

RMC The canal takes its Toll
Location/Grid Ref
RMC Falconhurst to College Fm

Type
Panel
Easy to see?
Not easy to find but OK if you are walking
along the towpath

Produced by
RMCP

First impressions
Panel and wooden mount are looking a bit down at heel. Nice illustration and catchy title.
Condition?
Moderate – could do with some repair and maybe replacement of the panel.
Themes covered
History of the canal and the charging of tolls to recoup the cost.
Toll houses
Related to Romney Marsh?
More related to the RMC
Stories told
The RMC was expensive to construct and was criticised for being an ineffective barrier to Napoleon’s
invasion. Tolls were charged to try to recoup some of the costs. The last toll was charged in 1909
when competition from railways made the canal redundant.
Design
Nice design and illustration by John Cann.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
RMC message.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Very nice illustration by John Cann.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes
Links/access to other information?
RMCP
Contact details?
RMCP
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The panel is in poor condition and needs replacing. The content is good and is very relevant to the
canal. The whole series along the canal needs updating, maybe using the same illustrations but within
a new design and frame.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
There is no mention of other sites in the area or along the canal.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.15

Higham Fm, Kenardington ‘Awaiting Attack’
Location/Grid Ref
Higham Fm, Kenardington
‘Awaiting Attack’
TQ 97896 31365

Type
Panel

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes, in car park

First impressions
Poor condition – surface slashed, wood poor, panel faded.
Condition?
Poor
Themes covered
A barrier to attack. Waiting for Bonaparte.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Related to the RMC, but also to RM as the likely point of invasion by Napoleon’s armies.
Stories told
The threat of invasion by Napoleon and the idea of building the canal as an alternative to flooding the
marsh to act as a barrier. The construction and ‘kinks’ in the canal to enable canons to be fired along
the canal.
Design
Rutt design. Nice, with good illustrations. Now very faded and in bad repair.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
The message is RMC.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
John Cann illustrations. Very good.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
It interprets the history of the canal and a moment when the canal was complete and Britain was
awaiting invasion by Napoleon’s armies.
Links/access to other information?
RMCP
Contact details?
RMCP
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Needs upgrading. This panel is in poor condition and needs replacement. The whole series along the
canal needs updating, maybe using the same illustrations but within a new design and frame.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
No mention of other sites or trails within RM.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.2015

RMC Iden Lock, ‘Open the Gates!’
Location/Grid Ref
RMC Iden Lock by R Rother
‘Open the Gates!’
TQ 93637 24441

Type
Panel RMC series

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes, in car park

First impressions
Good panel, slightly faded in wooden mount that is looking a bit tatty. Nice illustrations and inviting to
read. Good heading!
Condition?
Panel itself in good condition but a bit faded. Mount a bit tatty. Needs upgrading.
Themes covered
The flood of 1808 when the gates were opened just in time to allow the water surge through.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
In 1808 there was a storm that broke the sluice at Seabrooke allowing seawater into the canal. The
lock here at Iden was opened just in time to allow the water through to the Rother. It may have broken
the lock.
Design
SDB Rutt – nice design with illustration by John Cann
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes, good.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Very nice John Cann illustration.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes
Links/access to other information?
No, only RMCP
Contact details?
Yes, for RMCP
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Needs upgrading – replace with same panel? The whole series along the canal needs updating,
maybe using the same illustrations but within a new design and frame.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
No mention of other sites within RM.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

Hythe Scanlon’s Bridge RMC
Location/Grid Ref
Hythe – Scanlon’s Bridge RMC
TR 15356

Type
Interpretation panel, plus two further smaller
panels attached to the bridge.

Produced by
Shepway DC

Easy to see?
Yes – by bridge

First impressions
Attractive panel in expensive mount and plinth.
The two smaller panels are in similar style.
Condition?
Good. All in need of a clean but otherwise OK.
Themes covered
History of the canal and the naming of the bridge.
Related to Romney Marsh?
RMC, rather than RM
Stories told
The canal was built between 1804 and 1809 for defence against invasion in the Napoleonic Wars with
France. The canal was built for defence with ‘kinks’ that would enable the waterway to be covered by
cross-fire along the canal. The canal was also used for grazing sheep and cattle on the banks, freight
transport, fishing and for growing trees along the banks. Later it attracted pleasure-seeking visitors as
the surrounding area developed as a seaside resort.
The two smaller, identical, panels have interpretation also of the Royal Military Road that ran parallel
to the canal.
Some of the stories are translated into French.
Design
Nice design with custom frame showing the shape of the canal ‘zigzagging’ around the marsh.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
The canal is an important part of RM, so yes.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Old photographs and maps relevant to RM.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes.
Links/access to other information?
No links to other information.
Contact details?
No
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The panel is OK and links in style with others nearby. Probably no need for further interpretation of the
canal.
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Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
Describes the RMC generally and things you can along it. No mention of RM and its character.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

RMC Approaching aircraft, Sounds from the Sky
Location/Grid Ref
Pennypot, nr Hythe
TR 13997 33995

Type
Interp panel – RMC series
2 panels – one on each side of the canal

Produced by
Shepway?

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Attractive panels with nice illustrations. Expensive production.
Condition?
Good. Both panels are in need of cleaning. The plinth of the ‘Palmarsh Footbridge’ panel on the north
side of the canal, with the model of the sound mirror, has peeling paint.
Themes covered
The building of the RMC.
The sound mirrors built between the two World Wars and used during WW2.
The model sound mirror, which you can use.
Related to Romney Marsh?
The RMC and the sound mirrors are all part of the history of RM.
Stories told
The RMC was built between 1804 and 1809. The coast here has been threatened with invasion many
times. A sound mirror was built here during WWI as an early warning system for detecting enemy
aircraft.
Try out the model acoustic mirror.
Design
Good design, similar to others along the canal near Hythe.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
The text is about the RMC and the sound mirrors that are both important stories about the history of
the RM.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Old photographs that help to explain the acoustic mirrors.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes.
Links/access to other information?
No links to other information.
Contact details?
No.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
This interpretation is good. It could be backed up by other media.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
No mention of RM and other sites in the area.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.15

RMC St Rumwolds Church
Location/Grid Ref
RMC St Rumwold’s Church
TR 05680 34322

Type
Panel

Produced by
RMCP

Easy to see?
Yes, close to the canal

First impressions
Very poor condition. Faded, but nice illustration.
Condition?
Poor condition. Panel is detached from its frame. The wooden frame is in poor condition too.
Themes covered
Drainage and defence.
Building of the canal.
Wildlife of the canal.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
The neglect of the area by humans after the Black Death and the building of the canal as a military
defence and a drainage waterway. This helped to maintain water levels.
A meeting between landowners and William Pitt to agree building the canal. How the can is important
for wildlife.
Summary French translation.
Design
Nice design though looking a bit dated now. Very nice illustrations. Text in boxes to help with reading.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
The panel is about the RMC but also talks about RM.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Very nice illustrations, relevant to the text.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Interprets the canal well.
Links/access to other information?
No.
Contact details?
RMCP and logos for other organisations.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Needs replacement and updating. The whole series along the canal needs updating, maybe using the
same illustrations but within a new design and frame.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
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and unique area?
Describes the canal its role in helping to drain RM. No mention of other places to visit in RM.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 15.07.2015

RMC A View into History, near West Hythe
Location/Grid Ref
RMC A view into history
TR 10655 34321

Type
Panel

Produced by
Shepway DC?

Easy to see?
Yes, just next to the canal footpath.

First impressions
Attractive panel with good map and illustrations.
Condition?
Good condition, though needing some maintenance.
Themes covered
History of the Hythe lagoon
Lympne Castle
Sound mirror
Related to Romney Marsh?
RMC and Lympne Castle
Stories told
The digging of the RMC. In Roman times there was a harbour here that was the base for the Roman
fleet. A system of large defensive forts was built along the coast. The remains of the fort here –
Studfall Castle – can be seen on the slopes behind the canal.
The history of Lympne Castle. The sound mirror on ‘The Roughs’ which was built to listen for
approaching aircraft and ships between the two world wars.
Summary French translation.
Design
Attractive design with map and illustrations.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Text is about this part of RM, with the canal and the castle.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Attractive illustrations and images.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes.
Links/access to other information?
No other links.
Contact details?
No.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The panel is sufficient. Link to other media.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
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and unique area?
Describes nearby Stutfall and Lympne Castles and provides a map of the immediate area.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

West Hythe RMC
Location/Grid Ref
West Hythe RMC panel
TR 12493 34264

Type
Interpretation panel RMC series

Produced by
Shepway DC

Easy to see?
Yes, on RMC towpath

First impressions
Nice looking panel but wooden sections of mount are deteriorating
Condition?
Wooden ends of mount are deteriorating. Panel otherwise in good condition.
Themes covered
Ancient landscape of RM
Smugglers’ coast
Wildlife of RM
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
The ancient harbour at Hythe and West Hythe and how it was silted up over time.
The use of the coast by smugglers
Wildlife of Romney marsh
Design
Good attractive design
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes, good interpretation of history and wildlife.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Two maps and some wildlife illustrations (not great but OK)
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes
Links/access to other information?
No links to other information
Contact details?
No
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Could link to other interpretive media.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
Describes the history of this part of RM and its character. Also describes the history of other places of
interest in RM.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

West Hythe Dam RMC
Location/Grid Ref
West Hythe Dam on the RMC
TR 11866 34048

Type
Panel

Produced by
Shepway DC

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Attractive panel in similar style to others on the RMC.
Condition?
Good, but in need of cleaning and some maintenance.
Themes covered
Saxon shore.
Draining the marshes.
Wetland wildlife.
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes.
Stories told
The digging of the RMC. The RMC is located close to the shoreline during prehistoric times. By
Roman times there was a lagoon here, where salt was extracted from seawater. There was a series of
forts built in Saxon times to defend the ‘Saxon Shore’. Ditches were dug to drain the marshes.
The RMC helps to control water levels. This is an important habitat for wildlife.
Summary French translation.
Design
Attractive design with good illustrations.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Yes.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes.
Links/access to other information?
No.
Contact details?
No
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The panel explains the area well. Could link to other media.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
Describes RM and the role RMC had in helping the drain the area. Describes the wildlife of RM and
the canal.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

West Hythe Explore Kent
Location/Grid Ref
West Hythe by RMC
TR 12497 34245

Type
Panel

Produced by
Explore Kent – KCC and Shepway DC

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Slightly outdated and faded
Too much text
Condition?
Faded but otherwise OK
Themes covered
Places of interest to visit in the area
Related to Romney Marsh?
Not really – more about what you can see in West Hythe.
Stories told
Just places to visit – RMC and its history, Stutfall Castle, Brockhill Country Park
Design
Dated but good map
Text – is there a clear RM message?
No, but not intended to be relevant to RM
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Good map
Photos of the area are faded
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
No – it is just an information panel to tell you what you can do in the area.
Links/access to other information?
Information about websites to find out more.
Contact details?
Yes
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Too much here already. Remove, or replace with something simpler.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
It provides information on places of interest in the area.
Photos
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 14.07.15

Wildlife on the canal RMC
Location/Grid Ref
RMC Wildlife on the canal
TR 10653 34336

Type
Panel

Produced by
Shepway DC

Easy to see?
Yes

First impressions
Attractive panel with map and good illustrations.
Condition?
Good condition. Needs some cleaning and maintenance.
Themes covered
Wildlife of the RMC
Related to Romney Marsh?
Yes
Stories told
The RMC is an excellent corridor for wildlife. Some examples of wildlife that you can see here.
Background information on the RMC.
French translation.
Design
Attractive design with map and photos of wildlife.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Map and photographs are good and relevant to the text.
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes
Links/access to other information?
No links to other information.
Contact details?
No
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The panel is good. There could be opportunities to link with other interpretive media.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
Describes the wildlife of the canal and RM and provides a map of the immediate area with its features
of interest.
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Romney Marsh Interpretation

Date: 24.09.15

Series of panels at Rye Harbour Nature Reserve
Location/Grid Ref
Various locations around reserve

Type
Panels

Produced by
Easy to see?
Sussex Wildlife Trust
Yes
Maritime Heritage Trail
First impressions
Shingle panels – attractive, too much text but good map.
Maritime Heritage Trail panels (MHT) – very dated, some in very poor condition.
Between land and the sea (BLS) panel – very dated and in very poor condition.
Condition?
Shingle panels – panels need cleaning. Wooden frames in poor condition.
MHT panels – panels and frames in very poor condition.
BLS – very poor condition. Panel is cracked and faded, and frame rotten.
Small visitor centre with panels and leaflets – outdated but planned to be rebuilt
Themes covered
Shingle panels – deposition of shingle, Rye Harbour NR wildlife
MHT panels – 500 years of coastal defence. Adapt and Survive. The Mary Stanford tragedy
BLS – salt marshes are ever changing.
Related to Romney Marsh?
The wider Romney Marshes.
Stories told
Shingle panel – Sea has deposited shingle over hundreds of years resulting in shingle ridges. These
are important for plants, birds and other animals.
Regular maintenance of the beach by EA to protect the beach.
Beach reserve is dominated by young shingle ridges, home to many special plants and insects.
MHT panels – The importance of defending the coast from Henry VIII to WW2. The adaptations of four
plant species to living on the coast. The sinking of the lifeboat and the loss of all the crew during a
storm.
BLS – salt marshes are fragile habitats with specialised plants and animals.
Design
Shingle panel – Good design, nice map but too much text.
MHT panels – outdated design but good text and illustrations for their day.
BLS – outdated design.
Text – is there a clear RM message?
Yes for the wider Romney Marshes.
Illustrations/images – relevant, explanatory?
Yes
Does it interpret what you can see and answer your questions?
Yes
Links/access to other information?
No
Contact details?
Shingle – Sussex Wildlife Trust
MHT – none
BLS – names of partners but not contact details
Opportunities for future interpretation?
All panels are beyond their natural lifetime and need updating and replacing.
Print? Digital? Personal? Tours?
Does it promote other sites within Romney Marsh and the concept of RM being a distinctive
and unique area?
No
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Appendix 4 Audit of websites
Romney Marsh website - http://theromneymarsh.net
This detailed website provides interesting information on places to visit, things to do
and where to stay, as well as interpretation of some of the features of the area,
including buildings and churches. It provides a short introduction about each village
in Romney Marsh, and a description of local services and facilities. There is very little
information about, or interpretation of, wildlife or habitats.
The website is thorough and well-researched and offers both residents and visitors
useful information about Romney Marsh.
Name
Type
The Romney Marsh
Produced by
Local resident?
First impressions
Detailed, well-researched and comprehensive website with good information about RM and its
features.
Themes covered
Introductory information, places to go, things to see, historic buildings, historic churches, what’s on,
weather, tide times, villages.
Stories told
Introduction to Romney Marsh, the RHD Railway, the Fifth Continent LPS, Derek Jarman’s Garden, an
introduction to each of the villages, features of interest, churches, etc. The site is large and complex,
with new items added frequently.
Design
OK overall design, easily accessible, with map and photos.
Text
Well written with interesting features. Some text is quite complex, but there is a wealth of information
about RM. There is a lot of interpretation of historic features but much less of wildlife and habitats.
Illustrations / images
Good photos and illustrations that relate well to the text.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
There could be more interpretation of wildlife and habitats, with regular updates of
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
It promotes RM and its features.

Kent Wildlife Trust - http://www.kentwildlifetrust.org.uk/reserves/romney-marshvisitor-centre
This site is just for the visitor centre, providing basic information about the centre,
including opening times and facilities available.
Name
Romney Marsh Visitor Centre
Produced by
Kent Wildlife Trust
First impressions

Type
Website
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Photograph and map with introductory text about the visitor centre. Provides basic information about
the site.
Themes covered
Introduction to the visitor centre, facilities available, access to trails, opening hours.
Stories told
No stories of RM.
Design
OK
Text
Information about the centre.
Illustrations / images
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Opportunities for interpretation of RM to support the interpretation at the VC.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
No

Romney Marsh Countryside Project - http://www.rmcp.co.uk
This is the website of the RMCP, containing a wealth of information, and some
interpretation, for Romney Marsh. Pages include information on walking, cycling and
wildlife, and features in the area. The design is outdated, with a very small font. It is
not very welcoming and contains a lot of detailed information. It needs a complete
revision with good design, ‘layering’ of information and interpretation and introduction
of more photographs and illustrations.
Name
Type
Romney Marsh Countryside Project
Produced by
RMCP
First impressions
Very basic design with minimal text and a John Cann illustration.
One page, on Dungeness NNR, has a different style with links to wildlife, plants, migratory birds, etc.
There are links to partner and other stakeholder websites.
Themes covered
Cycling, walking, volunteering, countryside activities, wildlife, green tourism and local community work,
wildlife grants, wildlife gardening, Dungeness NNR, Royal Military Canal, Lydd Town Trail, New
Romney Town Trail, accommodation and leaflets available about the area.
Contains up-to-date information on events and activities.
Stories told
There is interpretation of wildlife and history of Romney Marsh, the NNR, RMC and town trails. There
is also information on walking and cycling accommodation and activities.
Design
Rather outdated with very small font.
The Dungeness NNR pages are in a more contemporary style, which is more accessible and
welcoming.
Text
Text is very small but provides information and explains features of RM. It is a rather outdated
approach to providing information and interpretation of an area. It is good to have the pdfs of leaflets.
Illustrations / images
Small selection of photographs and John Cann illustrations of the area.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Major update of style and information. There could be much more interpretation of the area, rather
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than just information. There could be more interaction, with links to other sites and other sources of
information.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes, though it is rather ‘dry’. It could ‘enthuse’ more about RM.

Dymchurch Online
Dymchurch Online is a site providing introductory information about Dymchurch, for
residents and visitors. The homepage carries an advertisement for an event in
summer 2014, suggesting that it is not being actively managed. Much of the site has
access denied and the rest appears to be outdated.
Name
Type
Dymchurch online
Produced by
Dymchurch parish council
First impressions
OK design but outdated – homepage advertises an event on August 23-25 2014.
Provides local and visitor information about Dymchurch.
Themes covered
Introductory information about Dymchurch – places to go, local events, local clubs, cycling and
walking. Much of the site is access-denied.
Stories told
Mostly resident and visitor information.
Design
OK design but is looking outdated.
Text
Basic information about Dymchurch.
Illustrations / images
Photos of local features and activities.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
This site could provide more interpretation of the local area, including the nature reserves and other
features in the area.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Not really

Rye in East Sussex
Although Rye is outside the Romney Marsh study area this site has potential for
providing information and interpretation about RM. Currently, it provides information
only about Rye town and its immediate environs. The site is attractive and welcoming
and appears to be kept up to date.
Name
Type
Rye in East Sussex Town Guide
Produced by
Rye Town Council?
First impressions
Attractive and user-friendly with up-to-date information for residents and visitors.
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Themes covered
Introductory information about the town and its features, attractions and services.
Stories told
This is largely a tourist information site with basic information about places to visit and things to do,
rather than explanations of the features.
Design
Good clear design, welcoming easy to access.
Text
Text is clear and readable.
Illustrations / images
Good photos of the attractions in the town.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The site could provide more information about Romney Marsh which is just adjacent. It could also tell
some of the stories about the area and explain some of its features.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
No.

RX Wildlife
This website records wildlife sightings from a stretch of the coast from Hastings to
Dungeness.
Name
Type
RX Wildlife
Produced by
Sussex Wildlife Trust
First impressions
Attractive site with up to date information on species seen along this part of the coast.
Themes covered
Recent sightings of birds and other species.
Stories told
No stories, just sightings.
Design
Good contemporary design.
Text
Lists of species seen.
Illustrations / images
A few relevant photographs of species.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The site could include more interpretation of the coastal area.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
No.

RSPB Dungeness
Webpages for Dungeness NNR on the RSPB website. The site has explanatory
information about the reserve and the wildlife likely to be seen there, plus information
on star species, seasonal highlights and recent sightings.
Name

Type
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Dungeness
Produced by
RSPB
First impressions
Very attractive site with information about the reserve – what it is, entrance charges, opening times,
information for families and short descriptions of the seasonal key bird species, star species and
recent sightings. The site is welcoming and user-friendly.
Themes covered
Introductory information about the reserve, star species, seasonal highlights, recent sightings, events,
facilities, accessibility, how to get there and the work of the RSPB in managing the site.
Stories told
The site has information about the reserve and interpretation about the species and habitats found
there.
Design
Attractive design, welcoming and user friendly.
Text
Clear, easily readable text.
Illustrations / images
High quality photos and illustrations of the reserve and species found there.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The site could provide more in-depth layered interpretation of the reserve, its habitats, species.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes.

Romney Marsh – Visit Kent
Name
Type
Romney Marsh
Produced by
Visit Kent
First impressions
Very attractively produced site with information about Romney Marsh itself and places people can
visit, and things they can do, within the marsh. There is also a ‘places to stay’ page.
Themes covered
Introductory information.
Romney Marsh and Rye Country Tour – guide to a car-borne tour of Romney Marsh.
Stories told
Introduction to the area and its attractions.
Design
Attractive contemporary design.
Text
Well written, easily accessible, text.
Illustrations / images
Good photos of attractions and places to stay in RM.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The website carries little real interpretation of RM. It is essentially a guide to tourist destinations rather
than an explanation of those places. The site could do more to explain the features of RM.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes. It provides a introductory impression of RM.
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Romney Marsh – romneymarsh.co.uk
Name
Type
Romneymarsh.co.uk
Produced by
Not clear.
First impressions
Very minimal information, few links to other useful pages.
Themes covered
Introductory information. The site appears to be in development.
Stories told
None yet.
Design
No apparent design.
Text
Very little text.
Illustrations / images
A few photographs relevant to RM.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The site has potential for development into a website covering the whole RM area but probably
competes with www.theromneymarsh.net
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
No.

Romney Marsh Area Internal Drainage Board
Name
Type
Romney Marsh Area Internal Drainage Board
Produced by
RMAIDB
First impressions
Information website for IDB members and anyone wanting to know about the IDB.
Themes covered
Introductory information about the IDB.
One page on the history of drainage on RM.
Pages on policy, board members, conservation designations, etc.
Stories told
Interesting page on history of drainage.
Design
Good design.
Text
Information about the IDB.
Illustrations / images
Stock photos of RM area.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
This is a website aimed at those wanting to know about drainage and the IDB of RM. There is
opportunity to explain more about RM and its attributes.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
This is not its purpose.
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Smugglers’ Britain – Romney Marsh
Name
Type
Smugglers’ Britain – Romney Marsh
Produced by
Not clear.
First impressions
A site with a lot of information about the history of smuggling on RM and other places along the south
coast.
Themes covered
Comprehensive history of smuggling on RM with stories of smugglers and those who tried to stop
smuggling here.
Stories told
General information and explanation of smuggling on RM and in places around the marsh area,
including Lydd, Rye, Dungeness, Camber, the role of the churches and the RMC.
Design
Designed to look like an old book.
Text
Large amount of text in small font.
Illustrations / images
A few old illustrations and contemporary photographs.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
There is probably enough information / interpretation already on the website.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes – for smuggling.
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Appendix 5 Audit of leaflets
Dungeness National Nature Reserve
A3 to DL leaflet about the NNR with map and short pieces about the features around
the reserve. The leaflet is informative, if a little too full of text.
Name
Type
Dungeness National Nature Reserve
Produced by
RMCP
First impressions
Attractive leaflet with good map, photos and text.
Themes covered
Introductory information about the NNR and short descriptions of some of the features of the reserve
and the organisations involved in its management.
Stories told
Stories include the railway, the sound mirrors, water tower, power stations, the work of the RSPB,
lifeboats, Lydd Ranges, lighthouses and wildlife. There is also information on the use of four-wheel
drive vehicles, rubbish and dogs.
Design
Attractive design with John Cann cover illustration, map and photos.
Text
Text is clear but a bit excessive. The font is hard to read.
Illustrations / images
Good illustrations and photos.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
For a nature reserve there is limited interpretation of nature! There is opportunity for an evocative
explanation of the landscape, habitats and wildlife, with stories of how it was formed and its
significance. It would be good also to explanation the connection between Dungeness and the rest of
Romney Marsh.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes.

Dymchurch Heritage Trail
This text-heavy leaflet describes the many historical features that can be seen
around Dymchurch. The leaflet has a period design with many photos and
illustrations of buildings and people associated with the village.
Name
Type
Dymchurch Heritage Trail
Produced by
Dymchurch Heritage Group
First impressions
Rather dated design with a large amount of text, but with comprehensive information about buildings
and their associated inhabitants. The leaflet includes a map of the trail with numbered locations of
buildings.
Themes covered
Introductory information about Dymchurch and comprehensive information about buildings and people
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of Dymchurch.
Stories told
The heritage buildings and their associated inhabitants.
Design
Period design with original photos and illustrations. The design is complex with two references to each
building in different parts of the leaflet.
Text
The leaflet has a lot of text, describing 35 sites around the village with route direction information and,
separately, explanations of each of the buildings.
Illustrations / images
There are old photos of each of the buildings that are described.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
It describes Dymchurch as a village of historic interest.

Lydd, Dungeness, Lydd-on-Sea and Greatstone
Name
Type
Lydd, Dungeness, Lydd-on-Sea and Greatstone
Produced by
Lydd partnership
First impressions
Very comprehensive leaflet of the wider Lydd area with photos and illustrations.
Themes covered
Introductory information about Romney Marsh and the Lydd area. Interpretation of the history of RM,
the Parish of Lydd and the Invasion Coast. Maps of parts of the parish and bullet point lists of features
of the area.
Stories told
History of the area.
Features and things to do.
Places to visit and places to eat.
Design
Rather complex design with large amount of text and many photos.
Text
Large amount of text, though well written and accessible.
Illustrations / images
Relevant photos and old illustrations of the area.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
This could be the basis of an interpretive map for the whole of RM.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes.

The Royal Military Canal, Hythe
Name
Type
The RMC
Produced by
Shepway District Council
First impressions
Attractive leaflet with photos of the area and a clear hand-drawn map of the eastern part of the RMC.
Themes covered
Introductory information about the RMC, and more detailed interpretation of its history and wildlife.
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There is also a section on pleasure boating and relaxation on the canal.
Stories told
History of the creation of the RMC.
The sound mirrors below Lympne Castle.
Wildlife of the canal and the management of the canal to ensure people and wildlife enjoy the canal.
The use of the canal for recreation.
Design
Attractive design with clear map and photos of the area.
Text
Text is accessible, though rather long.
Illustrations / images
The photographs illustrate the area. The map is clear and the accompanying illustrations show
aspects of the area.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
There is opportunity for a leaflet about the whole RMC.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes.

Romney Marsh, the Fifth Continent
Name
Type
Romney Marsh – the Fifth Continent
Produced by
Theromneymarsh.net
First impressions
Simple leaflet introducing Romney Marsh.
Themes covered
Introductory information about the RM.
Brief information about some of the key features of RM.
Stories told
Walking and cycling.
Historic sites.
Railway.
Sound mirrors.
Nature reserves.
Beaches.
Smuggling.
Inns.
Design
Good simple design with map on back cover.
Text
Clear and accessible.
Illustrations / images
Relevant photos and clear map.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Larger, interpretive map with more interpretation of the area, and clear location of features on a map.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes.

The Medieval Churches of Romney Marsh
Name
The Medieval Churches of Romney Marsh
Produced by

Type
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Shepway DC
First impressions
Attractive leaflet with good photos and clear map showing the location of the churches.
Themes covered
An introduction to the Medieval churches of RM.
Brief history and description, with photo, of each church.
Stories told
The history of the churches.
Design
Nice design with short text. The map shows the location of each church.
Text
Text is clear and accessible.
Illustrations / images
Good photos of each church.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Probably not – this provides a good background to the churches.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes.

Romney Warren Country Park
Name
Type
Romney Warren Country Park
Produced by
RMCP
First impressions
Attractive leaflet with nice illustrations and photos of the VC.
Themes covered
Introductory to the country park and the Visitor Centre. There is also an introduction to the landscape
of RM.
Stories told
Romney Warren and its trails.
The RMCP.
The RMVC
Ancient sand dunes.
Wetland wildlife
The landscape of RM created by sheep.
The Romney Warren Project
Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund.
Design
Attractive design with good illustrations and photos.
Text
Clear, accessible text.
Illustrations / images
Good illustrations and relevant photos.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes.
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The Old Lighthouse, Dungeness
Name
Type
The Old Lighthouse, Dungeness
Produced by
The Old Lighthouse?
First impressions
Attractive leaflet with images of the lighthouse, its location and features.
Themes covered
History of the lighthouse.
Visit information.
Other things to do in Dungeness.
Stories told
Design
Good design.
Text
Clear text on history and features.
Illustrations / images
Good photos.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
Yes.

Discover Dover Folkestone and Romney Marsh
Name
Type
Discover Dover Folkestone and Romney Marsh
Produced by
White Cliffs Countryside Partnership
First impressions
Events programme for these areas. Mostly text with some photos of the area. Very good programme
for residents, visitors and families.
Themes covered
Events programme with some introductory information on what you need to bring and caring for the
countryside.
Stories told
Events brochure.
Design
The leaflet is simply a listing of events.
Text
Illustrations / images
Very few photos.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
This programme needs rolling forward continually (it may be already).
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?

New Romney Town Trail
Name
New Romney Town Trail – a Seagull’s View of
the Town

Type
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Produced by
Romney Marsh Countryside Project
First impressions
Bilingual (English and French) leaflet about the history and historic features of New Romney. It has
good engaging text and is well illustrated by John Cann.
Themes covered
History of the town and the marsh. Topics include Cinque Port towns, the Great Storms, St Nicholas
Church, New Inn, the old school, owlers and Romney sheep.
Stories told
The history and folklore of New Romney, the importance of smuggling to the local economy and the
illicit trade in fleeces, the impact of the storms in raising the level of the ground, the importance of the
local breed of sheep that grazed the rich pastures of the marshes.
Design
Simple and attractive design with fine, evocative illustrations.
Text
Illustrations / images
High quality illustrations by John Cann.
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The illustrations could be used for exhibitions, panels and other publications.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
The leaflet promotes Romney Marsh well and explains its features simply and coherently.

Saxon Shore Way
Name
Saxon Shore Way
Produced by
The leaflet is currently out of print. It is apparently
available from Kent Libraries but the weblink is
invalid.
First impressions

Type

Themes covered
Stories told
Design
Text
Illustrations / images
Opportunities for future interpretation?
The artwork for the leaflet, if it still exists, could be made available for download from the website.
Does it promote RM as a distinctive and unique area?
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